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Net neutrality stays –
for now
WASHINGTON – The US Senate has voted to retain the net
neutrality ruling in the country,
which is against the recommendation of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
However, this decision is likely to
be challenged by the US House
of Representatives.

OTT worth US$51.5b by
2022
NEW YORK – The worldwide
over-the-top (OTT) video market
is expected to grow at CAGR
10% to generate US$51.4 billion
in 2022, predicted ABI Research.
And by 2018, OTT is expected
to have 400 million subscribers;
thus, it will further impact traditional pay-TV services.
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IP – make haste slowly,
retrain & upskill staff
Ong Bee Lian,
vice-president of
TV engineering,
StarHub: “What
we learnt in the
transition [to IP]
is that, due to
the new nature
of the technology, some finetuning is required, especially for
video switching and ad insertion.
Retraining and upskilling our
broadcast engineers on how and
what to manage for an IP video
headend is also essential.”

Read story on page 8

BY SHAWN LIEW

SINGAPORE – Television will
evolve into something more immersive, more pervasive, more
interactive and personalised. And
this, according to Matthew Postgate, chief technology and product
officer at the BBC, will usher in the
day when all media will be distributed over the Internet.
Speaking at last month’s DTG
Annual Summit in London, Postgate said: “For the BBC, the question about our IP future becomes

Invest & acquire know-how
today for your tomorrow
CONTENT-CENTRIC
OR VIEWER-CENTRIC?
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SINGAPORE – Where IP transition
is concerned, Asia-Pacific shares a
global trend — the evolution of
standards and implementations
that are currently slowing progress
and creating confusion, according to Bogdan Frusina, founder
of Dejero.
He told APB: “There are so
many different protocols and
wrappers, which make it challenging to choose a specific path that
will work across multiple vendors,
tools and workflows.”
Frusina, however, is convinced
that these are challenges that will

be overcome as more workflows
move to the cloud, and require reliable video transport over IP from
end-to-end (acquisition, management and distribution).
The move towards IP workflows, he added, is driven by
the flexibility and scalability that
broadcasters need to provide more
high-quality content with budgets
that are increasingly under pressure. “For live remote productions
for instance, accessing reliable
connectivity to transport video
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not when, but also how? [It is] not
only about how quickly we can
get there, but how best, and under
what conditions?”
As Singapore hosts BroadcastAsia2018 this month, these are the
same questions many broadcasters
in Asia-Pacific will be asking as they
embark on their own IP journey.
Today, many media organisations are operating in an extremely
challenging and fragmented media
landscape, which is severely limiting
their ability to invest in large-scale
emerging technologies, observed
Dr Ahmad Zaki Mohd Salleh, group
GM, engineering, Media Prima.
“However, we are cognizance of
the fact that these emerging technologies — including IP — can also
assist us in achieving our long-term
digital goals.”
Currently, the Malaysian media
company’s investments in IP is limited to transport, distribution and
contribution, while it continues its

gradual upgrading of infrastructure
to IP to enable file contribution,
online browsing, file sharing, as
well as delivery and reception of
signals from Media Prima to its
clients and service providers.
The shift of broadcast infrastructure to IP, Dr Zaki told APB,
represents an opportunity to enjoy
economies of scale. “The ability to
use conventional IP infrastructure
will enable broadcasters to acquire
off-the-shelf equipment at significantly lower costs.”
The drawbacks, he countered,
include the “huge” depreciation
losses that will be incurred should
baseband equipment be replaced
today.
Despite having just moved
into a new media facility last
year, Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp is still basing its
A/V backbone around SDI. While
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Learn how to make IP
work for you, join us at
APB IP Master Class
This month, Singapore is hosting BroadcastAsia,
Asia’s largest broadcast and media trade show.
Broadcasters around the region will once again
be converging at the Suntec Singapore International
Convention and Exhibition Centre, to have their
myriad of questions answered.
Some will be looking for solutions to help them
transition to digital television, as the analogue
switch-off dates loom on the horizon for many Asian
countries.
Some will be keen to find out how technologies
like 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and high dynamic range
(HDR) can work to present a more immersive viewing experience for their viewers.
And could there be a group of broadcasters who
will seize BroadcastAsia2018 as a golden opportunity
to find out how they can make IP work for them
today — and safeguard their future?
How high a priority is IP to broadcasters in AsiaPacific today? Broadcasters APB spoke to ahead of
BroadcastAsia2018 appear to agree that IP is the way
to go but are rather hesitant to commit themselves.
While the merits of IP are being recognised —
ability to acquire commercial off-the-shelf equipment, reduced cabling and more workflow flexibility,
among others — broadcasters such as Singapore’s
Mediacorp and Vietnam’s VTC are still reluctant to
replace SDI within their main broadcast facilities,
even if they are already deploying IP in remote live
production.
And while the SMPTE ST 2110 suite of standards is meant to promote interoperability and open
standards, Dr Ahmad Zaki Mohd Salleh, group GM,
engineering, Media Prima, offers an alternative view.
He told APB: “What we are seeing today are
extremely customised and manufacturer-dependent
solutions that do not really promote interoperability
but instead, lock us down with a particular vendor
or manufacturer during the entire design process.”
Assuming that this is an issue that can be resolved by a more concerted and collective industry
effort, what other factors are holding back broad-

Stay connected to

casters from transitioning to IP?
While many of the perceived risks associated
with the transition to IP are genuine concerns, they
are perhaps being held back by a lack of knowledge
and experience.
To highlight how broadcasters can make IP work
for them, and how they can plan a successful transition to IP, APB and systems integrator Ideal Systems
are presenting an IP Master Class at the Marina
Mandarin Hotel in Singapore on Monday, June
25 — a day before BroadcastAsia2018 commences.
Drawing on his wealth of experience and
knowledge, keynote speaker Michel Proulx, a media
industry technologist and ex-CTO of Miranda Technologies, will address issues such as why IP should be
an integral part of all media facilities, the impact of
the transition to software solutions and virtualisation,
the benefits of using IP, and the current obstacles to
implementing IP.
Attendees will also hear case studies from leading solutions providers such as Arista Networks,
Dejero, Embrionix and Dell EMC, on how they have
already begun to help media facilities around the
world implement IP.
If you are flying down to Singapore for BroadcastAsia2018, and have lingering questions about IP,
we invite you to join us and our line-up of experts to
discuss and plot a practical path for your IP journey
to safeguard the future of your media business in
Asia.
For more information on how you can be part of
the APB IP Master class, visit https://apb-news.com/
event/real-time-media-over-ip-inside-a-tv-facilityby-michel-proulx/
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VIEW FROM THE TOP: The progress and benefits of IP for broadcast
Michael Cronk, chairman of the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) and vicepresident for core technologies at Grass Valley, gives a progress report on IP for
the broadcast industry.
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FEATURE: IP transformation starts with audio
In terms of the IP transformation sweeping the broadcast and media industry
today, audio has arguably surpassed video in terms of audio-over-IP (AoIP)
networking technologies, media transportation and, of course, interoperability.
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Wildling first feature film birthed under ARRI initiative
Launched in 2016 by ARRI, the International Support Programme (ISP) is a new
funding programme for up-and-coming filmmakers all over the world.
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Asia-Paciﬁc Broadcasting (APB) has been the voice of the
broadcast and multimedia industry for the past 35 years. It
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Shifting viewing habits are compelling broadcasters to measure their audiences
across multiple platforms and devices. Methodologies are also evolving, thanks
to technologies such as AI.
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MEDIAGENIX anticipates the need for content- and viewer-centric media
operations
Johan Vanmarcke, managing director of MEDIAGENIX APAC, highlights how
broadcasters can better manage their content in an evolving landscape.
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FEATURE: Live remote production goes IP
More and more content producers are realising the production value of creating
live content in IP.
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STN brings a flexible approach to a dynamic market
Mitja Lovsin, managing director of STN, highlights how the teleport operator is
addressing the needs of customers in Asia-Pacific.
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FEATURE: Edging closer to the IP horizon
The transition to IP is beyond just replacing every capability of SDI equipment. It
also involves new operational workflows and skillsets that are required to build
new applications and systems, as well as the need to be cost-effective to deploy.
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Studio Invate masters the power of eSports
Newtek is supporting Studio Invate’s IP-based video production of eSports events.

CASBAA Convention. With its vision and mission to become
an integral part of the industry, APB has been organising CEO
Roundtables, Forums & Seminars since 1999.
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PostScript: DVB celebrating 25 years! What comes next?
As DVB celebrates its 25th anniversary this year, its executive director, Dr Peter
Siebert, looks ahead to some of the key technologies the organisation will
continue to support.
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The progress and benefits of
IP for broadcast
BY MICHAEL CRONK

Since the Alliance for IP Media Solutions
(AIMS) was formed, a lot of progress has
been made towards an IP-based future
over the past two years. The industry
has galvanised around a common
standards suite for IP: SMPTE ST 2110,
and all of the primary components of
that standards suite have been published. Numerous technical interoperability events have been conducted
and interoperability between vendors
has been confirmed. Recently, at this
year’s NAB Show, more than 50 companies demonstrated working systems
based on SMPTE ST 2110 — all at the
IP Showcase booth, showing just how
far the industry has come.
The progress is perhaps best portrayed by end-user adoption. At this
year’s NAB Show, AIMS showcased 30
television- and radio-based system
installations using SMPTE ST 2110 and
AES67. Just about every region of the
globe was well represented with countries such as China, Japan, Australia,
Brazil, the US, Canada, the UK, The
Netherlands, Germany, Luxembourg,
Finland and Norway. These
installations included not only
green field plants and existing facilities, but also fixed
and mobile installations. They
comprised core infrastructure builds and studio builds,
one-site and multi-site implementations, all showing the
versatility and power of this technology.
But why did these installations make
the move to IP?
In a word, it would be because of
benefits. Broadcasters have begun to
see (and to realise) the tangible benefits
of moving to IP for live workflows. This
marks an exciting time in the adoption
of IP technology in our industry. The
much needed standards are in place
so people can deploy knowing they are
not investing in dead-end technology.
Furthermore, the advantages of IP
are yielding economic benefits to those
who make the transition. Therefore, to
understand what is driving the adoption of IP, we need to look no further
than the benefits that broadcasters are
experiencing with IP.
In this article, I outline what I call
the “top three” benefits of moving to IP,
based on installations to date. Not every
installation enjoys all three of these, but
all of these are tangible and real across
many installations.

The benefits [of IP] are tangible
and real, and help explain why the
adoption of IP-based systems is on
the upswing.

❝Broadcasters have begun to
see (and to realise) the tangible
benefits of moving to IP for
live workflows … Scalability,
format flexibility and better
equipment utilisation (resource
sharing), are three of the top
benefits of IP.❞
Scalability
A big driver for IP-based systems has
been scalability. Put simply, with IP, one
can scale to much larger system sizes
than is possible with SDI. For example,
SDI routers with 3GHz lanes max out
at around a 1176 x 1176 matrix size.
Many network installations or even
large outside broadcast (OB) trucks with
high camera count requirements, such
as at a car racing or golf tournament,
have signal monitoring requirements
beyond 1176 signals.
This scenario demands IP infrastructure, even in HD workflows. When it
comes to 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), 12G-SDI
routers cannot scale much beyond 288
x 288. Therefore, unless one moves to
IP, the amount of signals one can route
is severely limited for many applications. In summary, IP scales to large I/O
counts so much more efficiently.
As an example, Arena TV’s OBX
truck, a 4K/UHD OB truck operating
in the UK, supports 32 cameras and
multiviewing for almost 500 unique
sources. If one were to build the routing
system for such a truck with SDI routing, it would require four full (37 rack
units/rack) racks of SDI routing gear.
The same system in IP takes up only
10 rack units!
IP is head-and-shoulders above
SDI technology in terms of scalability.
Not everyone needs the scalability IP
offers, but in the world of expanding
channel counts, increased requirements
for signal monitoring and growing
demand for higher bandwidth formats
such as 4K/UHD, why not design your
next system with technology that can
expand to meet not only current but
also future needs?

accommodate high dynamic range
(HDR) and wide colour gamut (WCG)
signals. It can accommodate 4:2:0, 4:2:2
and even 4:4:4 colour sampling. It can
accommodate 8-, 10-, 12-, 14- and
16- bit pixels. In short, SMPTE ST 2110
and IP provide a mechanism that will
allow a broadcaster to handle multiple
future formats without a change in
infrastructure or standard.
One of the toughest situations
broadcasters face in an SDI-based
world is trying to predict the future.
Investing in an SDI infrastructure for
a future format is a big bet, which can
require years to install and even longer
to amortise. In today’s world of rapidly
changing consumer preference, such a
bet is all that more risky. By investing
in IP once, you can greatly reduce your
risk of investing in technology that
becomes obsolete. With an investment
in IP, you can be prepared to handle
future formats.

Utilisation
An additional benefit of IP is better
equipment utilisation. In traditional
SDI-based studios, each studio is typically outfitted with enough equipment
(multiviewers, signal processing, production switching, camera control units
(CCUs) and so on) to be stand-alone
and self-sufficient. While we typically
think of self-sufficiency as good, it is
also very expensive, particularly if a given studio is only really used a few hours
each day. IP enables better sharing of
resource. Every signal on a facility’s network can be accessed, anywhere within

the facility. As a result, with IP, one can
share a common set of processing resource (multiviewers, signal processing,
production switcher resource and CCUs)
in a pool, and this pool can in turn be
accessed by any studio.
With WAN connectivity, this model
can be extended beyond a single facility to multiple remote facilities. This
is what the NEP Group has done with
great success, both in The Netherlands
and Australia, where it is able to place
only cameras in sports stadiums and
show sets. All the other equipment
(and the control room itself) is centrally
located. With this approach, NEP is able
to connect to 29 remote venues across
Australia and crew shows from one of
two control room locations: Sydney or
Melbourne. This allows NEP to deliver
top-notch production services while
spending less on both equipment and
travel.
Scalability, format flexibility and
better equipment utilisation (resource
sharing) are three of the top benefits of
IP. These benefits are tangible and real,
and help explain why the adoption of
IP-based systems is on the upswing.
To be sure, IP represents a learning
curve for most broadcasters. However,
the benefits of tackling that learning
curve are compelling. This is why the
list of media companies moving to IP
continues to grow.
Michael Cronk is chairman of the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) and
vice-president for core technologies at
Grass Valley. He is also an APB panellist.
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Flexibility
Another big benefit of IP-based systems
is their format flexibility — the ability
to handle any format, present or future,
with the same infrastructure. Unlike
SDI routers, IP switches are agnostic to
the data they carry. Furthermore, the
new standards suite, SMPTE ST 2110,
is designed to accommodate not only
today’s frame rates and resolutions,
but it can also handle future formats
such as UHD-1 and UHD-2. It can
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AllRites Marketplace to
unlock value of content
SINGAPORE – As with any creative endeavour, content creation
can be a gratifying journey. The
process, however, can be fraught
with challenges.
To provide an efficient system
for creating and monetising content while reducing the cost of
distribution and increasing reach,
AllRites has launched the “first”
global B2B marketplace for Asian
film, TV and sports broadcast
content.
AllRites is a South-east Asian
startup that provides an online
platform to discover, negotiate and
purchase content rights. Currently,
the AllRites Marketplace has over
17,000 hours of available content
online provided by partners such
as IMG, Mediacorp, Silver Wolf
International, MNC Indonesia and

New Films International.
Riaz Mehta, founder and CEO
of AllRites, told APB: “Through my
time producing reality TV shows
across Asia, I have experienced firsthand the pain of creating content
from scratch and the challenges of
monetising it.
“Both cost and reach are big
factors in the success of small- to
medium-sized producers, and by
solving these two problems for
them, we can truly unlock the value
of content.”
Having previously spent 13
years as the founder and president
of Imagine Group — a producer of
large-scale reality TV shows across
Asia — Mehta is no stranger to the
Asian media scene. As an observer,
he sees viewing habits in Asia
“changing dramatically”, with the

Shift to IP opens opportunity
to enjoy economies of scale
1

emergence of more cord-cutters,
and the move to non-linear viewing platforms.
Traditional operators, in turn,
are facing a host of problems
with the current content rights
ecosystem, said Mehta. These
include slow discovery due to a
fragmented and manual process,
delays in verifying rights, limited
distributor rights options, and bundled rights instead of customised s
elections.
Mehta said: “AllRites can help
traditional operators access a
vast array of content at a speed
and cost that they have not been
able to do so before, thus making
their content offering relevant
and attractive to their viewers and
thereby helping them maintain
their market share.”

Invest in IP today and be ready for the future
18
over IP is critical, and sometimes
broadcasters have to make do
with the limited bandwidth that’s
available.”
The value of investing in IP
today is not just about increasing
revenue or reducing cost; it is also
about acquiring knowledge and
being ready for the future, said
Denis Pare, vice-president of sales,
Embrionix Design.
“This year, we will be seeing a
lot more IP native equipment and
there will only be more IP every
year until we have almost phased
out SDI,” he continued.
“Today, broadcasters simply
cannot say ‘thanks but no thanks’
to IP, as this is where the industry
is heading.”
Both Pare and Frusina will be
speaking at the IP Master Class
that APB and systems integrator
Ideal Systems are organising at the
Marina Mandarin Hotel in Singapore on Monday, June 25.
Entitled Real-time Media over
IP Inside a TV Facility, the IP Master Class will also feature keynote
presenter Michel Proulx, a media

Embrionix Design’s
Denis Pare: “Today,
broadcasters simply
cannot say ‘thanks
but no thanks’ to IP,
as this is where the
industry is heading.”
Dejero’s Bogdan
Frusina: “It is key
that broadcasters
come to the IP
Master Class to
hear from, and
interact with, those
who have already gained some real
practical experience with working
solutions in the field.

industry technologiest and ex-CTO
of Miranda Technologies.
Having been part of the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab organised by
APB and Ideal Systems at BroadcastAsia2017, where Embrionix
showcased its IP gateway solutions, Pare will be discussing how
Embrionix is supporting the core
infrastructure of a facility, including
the monitoring of end points.
“Saying no to IP on a new design
might make the design obsolete in
the first place,” he previewed.
As for Dejero’s Frusina, he will

be delving into the importance
of remote IP connectivity and the
workflows it enables, which have
previously been unrealistic, especially when it comes to breaking
news and live events reporting.
He will also share ways to manage connectivity challenges in the
field, unlock additional workflow
efficiencies such as accessing newsroom and media asset management
(MAM) systems, as well as quickly
transferring large files, view return
video and enabling video-over-IP
communication with field crews.
Frusina said: “The IP road leads
to incredible operational and commercial benefits, but there are also
many implementation challenges.
Therefore, it is key that broadcasters come to the IP Master Class to
hear from, and interact with, those
who have already gained some real
practical experience with working
solutions in the field.”
The APB IP Master Class is also
supported by Arista Networks and
Dell EMC; for more information,
visit https://apb-news.com/event/
real-time-media-over-ip-inside-atv-facility-by-michel-proulx/
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acknowledging that IP can help
save a lot of cabling within the
Mediacorp facility — and is easily
configurable — Goh Kim Soon, SVP,
broadcast engineering, Mediacorp,
said: “We do not see the benefit of
moving to IP at this point in time,
as the technology is at its infancy
and the risk is high.
“The main drawback about IP
is its complexity. When there is a
problem, it will be very difficult to
troubleshoot as it can be due to a
network problem that you can’t
identify easily. SDI infrastructure is
one-to-one, and is much easier to
troubleshoot.”
One practical application Goh
identified, however, is remote
production, where Mediacorp

can make use of IP technology to
reduce the outside broadcast (OB)
equipment and manpower on-site.
Like Mediacorp, Vietnam Digital Television (VTC) is utilising IP for
outside production, as well as in
headend and distribution, revealed
VTC CTO Phan Tien Dung. For the
latter two functions, IP brings many
benefits, as he described: “We can
configure and monitor each channel and exchange information with
other broadcasters easily.”
However, in VTC’s facility SDI
still rules the roost, with all studios
connecting to the master control
room via SDI for live programming.
“If we were to convert some parts
(like studio or post production) to
IP, we will have to convert back
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StarHub’s IP concept reduces
costs and provides flexibility
SINGAPORE – In 2015, when
Singapore telco and pay-TV operator StarHub began to design
the new StarHub TV headend
specification in preparation for
its move to its new Hubtricity
facility — which was completed
last year — they decided not to
implement uncompressed videoover-IP because of lingering
interoperability issues and the
existence of several proprietary
solutions.
Ong Bee Lian, vice-president
of TV engineering, StarHub,
shared: “Instead, we adopted
the strategy of building an IPenabled headend platform with
the capability to deliver channels
directly, bypassing the traditional
SDI baseband routers.
“As this design concept was
new then, we conducted proofof-concept testing to source for
solutions, redesigned our broadcast workflow to an IP-based one,
and retrained our engineers on
the new platform and workflows.”
As to what this transition has
brought to StarHub, Ong identified the reduction in broadcast
equipment deployed, the lower

coaxial cabling cost, and the flexibility provided to route signals
to different IP equipment and
end-points.
“What we learnt in the transition is that, due to the new nature
of the technology, some finetuning is required, especially for
video switching and ad insertion,”
she continued.
“Retraining and upskilling our
broadcast engineers on how and
what to manage for an IP video
headend is also essential.”
In terms of transitioning to
full IP, including uncompressed
video-over-IP and end-to-end
workflow, Ong believes that it will
take some time before different
vendor equipment truly interoperate to provide significant
cost-effectiveness.
When that happens, it is likely
to coincide with an increasing
number of broadcast functions
being software-programmable.
“Once this happens, previously
deployed hardware may be
re-purposed, as compared to
the present, where hardware is
purpose-built for specific uses,”
she concluded.
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What’s on Screen
n

Let the kids take
charge in I Can Do It

I Can Do It is an infotainment programme
that brings together six Singaporean celebrity
parents and their children to experience familybonding activities.

SINGAPORE – I Can Do It is a StarHub local
production that is premiering on Hub E City.
Hosted by Wallace Ang, this infotainment
programme brings together six Singaporean
celebrity parents and their children to experience family-bonding activities.
For every two episodes, two celebrity parents are featured, and will complete missions
together with their children. The tasks revolve
around themes such as household chores,
taking care of pets, and food preparation.
The celebrities participating in I Can Do It
include Eelyn Kok, Lina Ng, Kelvin Soon and
Jacelyn Tay, among others.

IP’s drawbacks
‘will eventually
become benefits’
8

8

to SDI in order to connect to SDI routers,”
Phan said. “I think this is one of the current
drawbacks about IP if we were to operate
asynchronous facilities.”
The benefits of IP will eventually come
down to the flexibility and cost of infrastructure, both for production and contribution/
distribution, suggested Andrew Anderson,
head of broadcast operations, Seven Network (Operations), Australia.
For its coverage of the Australian Open
tennis competition and Olympic Winter
Games in South Vietnam earlier this year,
Seven Network deployed IP via a production hub based at its Docklands Studio in
Melbourne, Australia.
The Australian broadcaster is also contributing to a joint venture with Nine Entertainment for the playout operations of
the two organisations, which will be based
around an IP-based system for playout and
headend, Anderson revealed.
He continued: “At present, the biggest
drawback of IP is its ‘newness’, and the lack
of some elements that will come as the
technology matures.
“Principally, the ease of configuration
and ability to re-configure on-the-fly are
both current drawbacks, but will eventually
become benefits.”
Due to the lack of experience, broadcasters may also be mindful of the associated
risks in jumping into IP too early, Anderson
pondered, before adding: “Also, integrating
new IP-based facilities into traditional builds
can be complex and perhaps unnecessary
where the complexity of integration outweighs the benefits.”

n

Jennifer Fox recounts The Tale

SINGAPORE – HBO Asia is streaming The Tale,
Fox, and is the filmmaker’s first narrative feature.
an American drama film about childhood sexual
Based on Fox’s own life story, The Tale sees Fox
abuse, on HBO as well as on HBO Go and HBO
pushing forward the boundaries of conventional
On Demand.
storytelling, creating a dialogue between past
Starring Laura Dern as Jennifer, The Tale
and present to illustrate the interplay between
uncovers the story of an accomplished documemory and trauma.
mentarian who is completing her latest project
The Tale is an American drama film about childhood
about lives of women around the world.
sexual abuse written and directed by Jennifer Fox, and
is available on HBO, HBO Go and HBO On Demand.
The Tale is written and directed by Jennifer
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Asian audiences continue to get
HOOQ’d on original content
HOOQ, a video-on-demand streaming
service serving predominately the Asian
market, has a simple content strategy
— content, content and more content. Besides offering its own
Hollywood Originals, HOOQ is also supporting aspiring filmmakers
in telling distinctly Asian stories. APB prompts Peter Bithos, CEO of
HOOQ, and an APB panellist, for more.
First of all, how would you access the rate of video and TV
entertainment content consumption over OTT in Asia, and
what is HOOQ’s strategy to address the OTT business in Asia?
Peter Bithos: There is no doubt on
the year-on-year increase in video
consumption on mobile. Given the
proliferation of smart devices and
the roll-out of 4G networks across
South-east Asia in the past two
years, it has given video content
consumption on over-the-top
(OTT) platforms more accessibility
to the masses.
At HOOQ, our strategy to
cracking the OTT business is twofold. From a content standpoint,
we want to offer our subscribers
the best of local and the best of
Hollywood, and that is demonstrated in the wide catalogue of
over 10,000 titles that we offer.
Furthermore, as a service built in
Asia, for Asia, we also want to tell
stories that remind our broad base
of subscribers of home, which is
why we are now committed to
expanding our original content
offering.
From a business standpoint,
we want to ensure that we stay
ahead of the game by evolving to
the changing needs of consumers in our key markets to offer
more convenience and versatility.
The HOOQ
Filmmakers
Guild was
inaugurated
to discover
and support
the wealth
of Asian
filmmaking
talent in
South-east
Asia, and
serves as
HOOQ’s
avenue to
give its
“subscribers
stories from
their home
countries that
are hardhitting, edgy
and truly
original”.

Take, for example, the significant
changes we are currently rolling
out in Indonesia (with the rest of
the markets to follow suit).
We now have a convenient
one-day pack or 24-hour subscription format for those hesitant towards paying a monthly
subscription, so people can now
enjoy getting ‘HOOQ’d’ — one
day at a time
We now offer live TV capability
as a free value-add so that subscribers can enjoy the free-to-air
channels in their country, in addition to our rich catalogue.
Besides offering a slew of original content, the HOOQ Filmmakers Guild was created to
support aspiring filmmakers in
South-east Asia. What was the
driving force behind the decision
to create the HOOQ Filmmakers
Guild and how important is this
initiative to the region’s content
creation industry?
Bithos: In terms of our overall content strategy, we knew we wanted
to expand into HOOQ Originals
right from the get-go. While we
are proud to bring new Hollywood
Originals like the gritty crime
drama, The Oath, and detective
comedy, Carter, we want to stay
mindful of our objective to give
our subscribers Asian stories told

from an Asian perspective.
In order to have a strong foothold to tell Asian stories, it is also
important to be an instrument to
help accelerate the growth of the
film industry in Asia. In order to ensure that the industry thrives, there
must be businesses that are willing
to purchase the content, but more
importantly, there must be businesses that will invest in the future
of filmmaking in South-east Asia.
It is a small industry and an
even smaller entrance for young
and aspiring filmmakers to step
foot into this industry, hence the
decision to do our small part to
help discover new talent and
hopefully fuel growth for the film
industry through the introduction
of the HOOQ Filmmakers Guild.
While discovering and supporting the wealth of Asian filmmaking talent in South-east Asia,
the inaugural HOOQ Filmmakers
Guild initiative was also our avenue
to give our subscribers stories from
their home countries that are hardhitting, edgy and truly original.
Having showcased the six chosen
pilots on HOOQ, we were blown
away by the work produced by
these talented filmmakers and are
proud to see how well they have
all been received by our audience
during the judging period.
Now that India’s entry, Bhak,
has been chosen by our judges and
subscribers to become a full series
to live on HOOQ this year, rest assured that we intend to continue
this very special initiative. HOOQ
Filmmakers Guild 2018 is currently
open for entries until July 31 and,
similar to last year, the five best
scripts will be given US$30,000 to
produce a pilot episode which will
premiere on HOOQ.
In 2017, we received more than
500 submissions from all of our key
markets and, following the success
of this initiative, we anticipate even
more submissions this year. There is
clearly a huge amount of untapped
potential in Asia for more of these
original stories and HOOQ is committed to producing more Asian
Originals.

❝While we are proud to bring new Hollywood

Originals like the gritty crime drama, The Oath,
and detective comedy, Carter, we want to stay
mindful of our objective to give our subscribers
Asian stories told from an Asian perspective.❞
— Peter Bithos, CEO, HOOQ
While more and more consumers now consume content over
OTT platforms, there is also an
ever-increasing number of options available to them. When do
you see the number of OTT and
VoD services reaching a saturation point, and what then, will
be the key factors to entice and
retain viewers? For example, is
live sports something that you
are looking at?
Bithos: In our opinion, the number of OTT players have already
reached its saturation point —
any players thinking to enter the
industry is way too late in the
game. While the potential is great,
it is a long investment in both
technology and content; hence,
it is not a business that can come
alive overnight. In fact, there is
a higher chance that we start to
see fewer players in the market in
the coming one to two years and
this has already started to happen

in some markets.
In an increasingly competitive
OTT and video-on-demand (VoD)
space, the first (and key) factor
in enticing and retaining viewers
is content, which is why we are
committed to strengthening our
overall content offering on HOOQ
through new Hollywood Originals
like Carter and The Oath (with
many more to follow) and more
Asian Originals through strengthened content partnerships in Indonesia and initiatives such as the
HOOQ Filmmakers Guild.
Secondly, it is important for
us to keep evolving our business
model so we can stay ahead of
the competition and give our
subscribers what they want, even
as their behaviour changes over
time. Through our Live TV offering, 24-hour subscription model,
and data bundle with major telcos
such as Telkomsel, we are proud to
be moving in the right direction.

The front line of image control

ARRI FILTERS
Renowned Full Spectrum ND Filters from ALEXA Mini and AMIRA now as front filters
Highest contrast and truest color transmittance for HDR capture
Multiple layers of coating for easy cleaning and prolonged filter life
Fast inventory tracking through unique, laser-engraved barcodes

ARRI FILTERS. TRULY CINEMATIC.

www.arri.com/filters

For more information please contact:

ARRI ASIA Limited

41st Floor, One Kowloon,
1 Wang Yuen Street, Kowloon Bay,
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Tel. +852 2571 6288
Fax. +852 2875 9181
info@arri.asia
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The importance
of bi-directional
data in the field
With broadcasters under pressure to
produce more content from more locations with fewer resources, in shorter
spaces of time, remote production
teams in the field are in need of reliable
solutions to integrate their workflows
with the central broadcast facility, and
ultimately increase their productivity.
More specifically, remote teams
are increasingly dependent on reliable
Internet connectivity to access and
exchange data with their newsroom
or production facilities. Accessing the
Internet, private networks and data
secured behind corporate firewalls remains a challenge. Their ability to connect wherever they are — to research
stories, access media assets and transfer
files — is becoming paramount.
In the past, this was often impractical without advanced planning to
establish links and network engineers
to set them up.
If a reporter is also tasked with editing in the field, the station will often put
B-roll and graphics on to a disk for a
driver to courier to the breaking news
scene. The driver waits around for the
news package to be edited and then
returns to the station with the disk —
dealing with traffic and varying weather
conditions along the way. This is the old
way of bi-directional data transportation, which can take hours.
By utilising Dejero’s GateWay connectivity solution, a network blending
router installed in a production vehicle or racked in a mobile REMI cart;
combined with cellular connectivity
services that bring fast, reliable and
secure Internet access in the field, teams
can view return video feeds, connect a
VoIP phone, access MAM systems, or
conduct research online from anywhere
in the world.
A cloud-based management system
enables broadcasters to remotely configure their fleet of routers, no matter where
they are installed. In addition, they can
manage data usage and view analytics.
Delivery of high-bandwidth Internet connectivity is made possible by
Dejero’s network blending technology.
Cellular connections from multiple
carriers are blended to create a virtual
network. Algorithms dynamically and
intelligently manage the fluctuating
bandwidth, packet loss and latency
differences of individual connections
to choose the optimal path to route IP
packets to their destination.
Broadcasters can now essentially
create a large pipe to send and receive
data to and from the remote team. By
providing increased reliability from

Yvonne
Monterroso,
Director
of Product
Management,
Dejero

carrier diversity and greater throughput
that enables faster bi-directional data
transfer, a whole new range of workflows
is possible. Remote crews can now access their newsroom or MAMs, send
and receive large files, access cloud
services used for collaboration, and
communicate with their colleagues
back at the studio — making them more
productive in the field.
Broadcasters used to struggle with
the speed of Mi-Fi hotspot devices or
the hotspot capabilities of their phones,
mainly due to the limited bandwidth
available from a single modem, and the
reliance on a single carrier that may
have limited coverage areas. Files that
would have taken over an hour to send
back to base on cellular networks, now
take under a minute to send. In reverse,
content being sent from headquarters
does not have to be couriered on-site
anymore, saving mileage, equipment
wear and tear, and driver fatigue.
At the remote location, a local area
network is created to which laptops,
mobile phones and other devices can
connect. It is much more practical than
existing systems that require extensive
set-up and management, and the data
transmission speeds are as much as 10
times faster than anything currently on
the market.
News organisations strive to be first
on the scene of breaking news, provide
compelling coverage, and to work faster
than their competitors.
Access to a more reliable and more
secure world of Internet connectivity,
especially while mobile and from remote locations, saves broadcasters time,
resources and money.
Field crews no longer need to depend on a single cellular connection
with the inherent bandwidth and availability constraints. Essentially, they can
do anything that they can do back at
the broadcast facility while in the field.
Not only does this make remote crews
more productive with more integrated
workflows, but it also helps broadcasters
deliver more content. q
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ConnecTechAsia
accelerates Asia’s
digital transformation
SINGAPORE – For the first time, legacy events
CommunicAsia and BroadcastAsia, alongside the
newly launched NXTAsia, are coming together
to connect, transform and capture the future of
Asia’s media and entertainment industry. Branded as ConnecTechAsia,
the annual tech event welcomes delegates from all around the world
to experience the future where technologies, ideas and business models
converge.
Staging its inaugural edition from June 26-28 across two venues at
Marina Bay Sands and Suntec Singapore, this year’s show is presenting
a media ecosystem where technologies such as IP, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD),
artificial intelligence (AI), augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) and
cloud co-exist to empower media companies to meet the needs of a digital
future.
Here are some of the highlights visitors can expect at BroadcastAsia2018:

Canare Electric showcasing
12G-SDI cable portfolio
As more broadcasters continue to explore
the possibilities of 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), and
in some instances, 8K, Canare Electric is
offering its L-CUHD series of 12G-SDI 75Ω
coaxial cables, which are developed to
manage high bitrate signal transmission.
Available in three different models
— L-8CUHD, L-5.5CUHD and L-3.3CUHD
— the cables feature different cable thickness to allow users to select the product
accordingly for their applications and usage environment.
The flagship model of the L-CUHD
series is the L-5.5CUHD, which is developed with the aim of transmitting 12G-SDI
signals over a distance of 100m.
Offering similar capabilities as the

L-5.5CUHD is the L-3.3CUHD coaxial
cable, which has an outside diameter
of 5.5mm. According to Canare, the L3.3CUHD provides approximately 1.4
times higher 12G-SDI signal transmission
performance, and can be used as a wiring cable that is installed inside a rack or
between racks.
As for the L-8CUHD, it has a larger
cable diameter in order to enhance the
transmission performance. While the
use of an optical cable is an alternate
option for transmitting 12G-SDI signals
over 100m or more, the use of L-8CUHD
provides the same ease of use as that of
conventional coaxial cables, says Canare.
Find out more at booth 4N5-01.

G&D expands KVM-over-IP portfolio
Guntermann & Drunck (G&D) is presenting
its ControlCenter-IP matrix switch under its
KVM-over-IP portfolio. The new ControlCenter-IP enables distributed switching of
computer signals via standard IP-based
networks on layer 3.
Following the portfolio expansion with
extender systems based on KVM-over-IP,
the IP-based matrix is enhanced with “double flexibility”, enabling large installations
to be operated via IP. In combination with
IP extender systems, the ControlCenter-IP
forms a KVM-over-IP matrix that enables the
switching of all connected transmitter and
receiver modules, and extends the usability
and flexibility of broadcast applications.
While network switches and routers
transmit IP packets from one point to another, the ControlCenter-IP manages the central
system, and optimises the accessibility of
all devices by enabling switching between
transmitter and receiver modules. And with
this flexible system topology, installations
can be scaled as required and extended via
standard network elements, says G&D.

G&D’s ControlCenter-IP matrix switch can be
installed in broadcast facilities to enable the
distributed switching of computer signals via
standard IP-based networks.

In delivering “pixel-perfect” video transmission, the system is able to process DisplayPort 1.1 signals, and supports video
resolutions up to 2560x1600@60Hz or
3840x2160@30Hz. Furthermore, the system
enables the lossless transmission of video
signals using G&D’s in-house HDIP compression method, which is now in Level 3 of its
development stage.
G&D is exhibiting at booth 4H3-01.
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ARRIS HomeAssure
optimises Wi-Fi
experience

Interra Systems’ QC solutions simplify streaming
The emergence of new standards, formats and device types
has resulted in changing video
production and deliver y approaches, making video streaming
workflows more complex than
traditional broadcast.
In ensuring “seamless” delivery of video on every device,
Interra Systems is offering its
Baton QC solution that leverages
artificial intelligence and machine
learning-based advanced algorithms. Featuring support for the
VAST protocol and hybrid QC

workflows, Baton is enhanced
with support for high dynamic
range (HDR) content, and audio
language detection capabilities.
With Baton’s new auto-scaling
feature, users are able to adjust
their Baton system to manage
peaks in QC content accordingly.
Furthermore, Baton supports
a wide range of new codecs
and formats, as well as multiple
digital rights management (DRM)
systems to ensure quality is maintained on every screen.
Alongside Baton, Interra Sys-

tems is exhibiting its Vega media
analysis solution for standards
compliance, debug and interoperability of encoded streams.
Recent updates to the Vega
family include in-depth analysis
of adaptive bitrate (ABR) formats, support for Windows 10,
HEVC/H.265 HM reference code,
HEVC/H.265-interlaced streams,
VP9 streams, PCAP streams,
Dolby AC-4 audio and AVS Plus
video.
Visit booth 4T3-06 to find
out more.

IHSE brings KVM into virtual environments
IHSE is expanding its Draco vario
tion centres (NOC) that require
series with the new IP CPU unit.
access to real and virtual target
The device enables the integradevices, as well as in the TV and
tion of virtual machines in KVM
film industry, where virtualised
(keyboard, video, mouse) endesktops are increasingly used.
vironments into existing Draco
The device is further entera KVM switch systems, resulthanced with a new extender
ing in a functional remote deskmodule, allowing users to acIHSE’s Draco vario remote IP CPU unit is
top solution that incorporates able to integrate virtual machines in KVM
cess virtual machines directly
the benefits of the Draco KVM environments into existing Draco tera KVM
from their KVM-connected
switch systems.
system.
workstation via remote desktop
By combining the two sysprotocol (RDP), or operate PC
tems into one solution, IHSE says that users are able
remote maintenance. This extensive functionality of
to enjoy the same level of flexibility and performance
the Draco KVM system offers options such as real-time
associated with IHSE KVM matrix switch systems.
switching, sharing, private mode and flexible access to
The IP CPU unit is designed for control rooms
all connected computers and virtual machines.
with virtualised process automation, network operaIHSE is exhibiting at booth 6F3-01.

In an attempt to enhance Wi-Fi
connectivity, ARRIS is highlighting
ARRIS HomeAssure, a set of solutions that is designed to accelerate
time to deployment with a cloudenabled approach that simplifies
network management.
ARRIS HomeAssure comprises
a range of gateways, modems,
network extenders, consumer apps
and cloud management software,
allowing service providers to deliver high-speed Wi-Fi services to
subscribers.
In broadening Wi-Fi coverage,
a gateway/router with Wi-Fi is the
first step to addressing consumer
coverage issue, according to ARRIS.
Under this gateway/router portfolio, the company is offering the
GPW2200 Wi-Fi extender and TG3442
cable gateway, as
well as the NV443B telco gateway
alongside the VAP4402 Wi-Fi extender. Users are able to add network extenders for broader coverage as needed, as the solutions are
equipped with an auto-configuring
feature for ease of installation of
the extenders.

ARRIS’ VAP4402 Wi-Fi extender
includes local web-based
configuration and is remotely
managed via TR-069, while allowing
service providers to delivery Wi-Fi to
any locations in a subscriber’s house.

Also a part of ARRIS HomeAssure is the ARRIS Home Network Controller software, which
is designed to optimise network
performance. The capabilities
of the software include steering devices to the Wi-Fi
access point with the best signal,
steering devices to an alternative
access point when an access point
is congested, and moving devices
between frequency bands when
congested.
Visitors can visit the MR300
suite to find out more.

Media Professionals most versatile companion
NOMAD by Bridge Technologies is a breakthrough design with almost every conceivable interface for media signal monitoring and analysis. Featuring optical/
electrical Gigabit Ethernet, ASI in/out, DVB-C QAM cable, DVB-T/T2 COFDM terrestrial, DVB-S/S2 satellite and external 1PPS GPS time-reference, the probe can
analyse all RF transmitted DVB signals as well as OTT and multicast/unicast IP transmissions. NOMAD is the ultimate all-in-one monitoring and analysis solution
for the technician on the move.
CIRCO
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For more information visit the NOMAD website www.nomadportable.com
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Pay-for-success
model of cloud
video
Transformation from traditional onpremise infrastructures to the cloud
is now under way in all sectors of the
video service industry, including legacy
pay-TV operators, pure over-the-top
(OTT) service providers and content
owners/creators. This transformation
is reducing friction and cutting costs
across the whole content supply chain.
The cloud helps deliver a radically new
economic model for the infrastructure
itself, for both hardware and software.
On the hardware side, video service
providers can convert upfront capital
costs into more operating costs. By using commoditised hardware with virtualisation, public cloud providers can
exploit economies of scale to deliver
resources more cost-effectively than
in-house data centres. Amazon Web
Services (AWS) is playing a pivotal role
in this transformation by providing
infrastructure including storage, video
processing and encoding facilities, as
well as security components.
Private virtualised clouds run by
video service providers can also exploit similar factors to cut costs. The
software-as-a-service (SaaS) model
converts licences to ongoing service
agreements in which operators pay
just for what they use. SaaS avoids
having to provision for larger numbers
of customers or viewing levels than
might occur.
Furthermore, the fact that the infrastructure is virtualised so that functionality is dissociated from location opens
up the ecosystem to new operational
benefits not previously possible. Thirdparty ecosystems can be connected or
accessed very easily just by relocating
content using pointers.
Because of industry-wide cloud
adoption, content owners, distributors
and service providers are converging
around a new content ecosystem connected by the cloud. And new revenue
streams are being created by expanding
this marketplace and reducing friction
for trading within it.
The bottom line is this: the predictability, flexibility and scalability of a
cloud platform enable a “pay-for-success” model that reduces the financial
risk of launching new video services
when operators do not have visibility
into how many subscribers they will
have on a month-by-month basis.

Unstoppable forces

Many functions have been available
in the cloud for some time, but there

For remote production where connectivity is key, Dejero is offering the Dejero GateWay router that
enables the transfer of data between remote locations and the broadcast facility.

Dejero provides a gateway
from field to cloud
Steve
Oetegenn,
President,
Verimatrix

Because of industrywide cloud adoption,
content owners,
distributors and
service providers are
converging around a
new content ecosystem
connected by the cloud.
has been reticence in putting the entire
video delivery workflow in the cloud.
However, unstoppable industry forces
are moving away from traditional data
centres to virtualised infrastructures
incorporating a complete SaaS model.
The conversation is quickly changing
as the economic gains and enhanced
functionality of the cloud become difficult to ignore.
Video service providers are embracing the cloud in contrasting ways
and at different rates. The Verimatrix
Secure Cloud is designed to cater to
these variations, offering a flexible
cloud-based alternative to on-premise
systems for all its product families.
It can help operators and content
owners create a secure SaaS-based
workflow to extend their reach, target
new market segments and attract additional customers across all screens. It
helps harness the cloud’s strengths,
including speed to market, as well as
the ability to respond to trends, competitive forces and customer demands
through new agile development methods. There is a big gain in elasticity and
ability to exploit more efficient and
flexible business models for procurement and infrastructure around SaaS.
But for many video service providers, this is unfamiliar territory that
brings new concerns that may not be
well understood. To learn more, download The Great Cloud Migration e-book
at bit.ly/greatcloudmigration. q

Dejero is showcasing the Dejero GateWay router, which
facilitates collaboration and
integrated workflows to allow field crews
and home-based crews to work in the same
central location.
By blending cellular connections from
multiple cellular providers to create a
high-bandwidth virtual network, the Dejero GateWay manages the bandwidth of
individual cellular connections, and automatically adjust the throughput to provide
the reliability that broadcasters depend on,
when and where they need it. Furthermore,
Dejero’s cloud management system enables
broadcasters to remotely manage their fleet
of routers in the field, and manage data
usage and operational costs.
The company is also demonstrating

the new Dejero WayPoint
receiver, which is used to
decode and reconstruct the
incoming streams and output to SDI or
MPEG-TS over IP playout workflows. Using
auto-detect technology for backward compatibility, WayPoint is able to determine if the
incoming transmission is using AVC/H.264
or HEVC/H.265 compression, and decodes
accordingly.
Dejero is exhibiting with Ideal Systems
at booth 6F4-04.
Bogdan Frusina, Dejero’s founder, is also
presenting a session on “Reliable Connectivity
Anywhere” at APB’s IP Master Class on June
25, which is designed to equip engineers and
technicians with new thought processes and
the relevant skills needed in the transition to
IP in the not-too-distant future.

VSN brings MAM capabilities to the cloud

VSN’s Wedit is designed to allow journalists and editors to edit videos and prepare them for
broadcast or online and social platforms from a single interface.

VSN is demonstrating the latest features
and function of its VSNExplorer media asset
management (MAM) solution, which now incorporates the 100% Web-based editing tool
Wedit, which offers new functionalities such
as audio waveforms and voiceover capability.
Wedit is a tool developed in HTML5 that
allows journalists and editors to edit videos
and prepare them for broadcast or online
and social platforms from a single interface,
without having to switch to a non-linear
editing (NLE) option. Besides featuring audio
editing and voiceover capabilities, Wedit’s
features are also available in the cloud to
ensure flexibility for users.
The new media object server (MOS) media bus, VSNExplorer Plugin, is provided as an
add-on feature to the VSNExplorer solution,
and has been fully developed in HTML5 to
eliminate the need to use or install additional
hardware or software.
In addition, VSN is presenting its cloudbased production solutions, following the
implementation of four VSN systems —
VSNOneTV, VSNCreaTV, VSNExplorer and
VSNWebTV — to the cloud. In this way, VSN
says that its technology enables broadcast

and media companies to manage and deliver
all their content anywhere and anytime, just
by using an Internet connection. From the
cloud, users are able to access all types of
daily tasks, from programme scheduling to
automated file transfer, and delivery to video
servers and online and social platforms.
Find out more at booth 4N3-03.
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Cobalt expands 4K/UHD and HDR
support for openGear platform
Cobalt Digital is exhibiting the
9904-UDX-4K-12G UHD 12G/3G/
HD/SD-SDI up/down/cross-converter, which is now available for
shipping.
Equipped with Cobalt’s latest
generation of advanced image and
audio processors for
the openGear platform, the 9904-UDX-4K base card
provides 3G-SDI and 12G-SDI I/O
with SDI mixing and demuxing
and up/down/cross-conversion.
Other options include RGB colour
correction and SDR-to-HDR upmapping via Technicolor’s high
dynamic range (HDR) Intelligent
Tone Management (ITM)
processing.

Cobalt’s
9971-MV18-4K
series of openGear
multiviewers are equipped
with 18 4K/UHD 12G-SDI autodetect inputs, which can be scaled
accordingly across a full 3840x2160
4K/UHD raster output.

Alongside the 9904-UDX-4K,
Cobalt is also showcasing the
9971-MV18-4K series of openGear
multiviewers. Featuring support
for the latest signal types, the
MV18 incorporates 18 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) 12G-SDI
auto-detect inputs,
which can be scaled
as needed across
a full 3840x2160 4K/UHD raster
output.
With an aim to expand its presence in South-east Asia, Cobalt has
also appointed systems integrator
Elevate Broadcast as its distributor
in the region. According to Cobalt,
the agreement covers 10 Southeast Asian countries, allowing the
company to gain a deep market
penetration and knowledge of
regional and local customers and
technology.
Find
out
more at
booth
6H3-01.
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R&S places broadcasters on-track in IP journey
From strategies for SDI over IP to
over-the-top (OTT) convergence
with linear terrestrial broadcasting,
Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) is highlighting key market drivers that
are fuelling the industry’s growth
throughout Asia-Pacific with the
showcase of its solutions, which
span across different application
areas in the broadcast and electronic media processing market.
For instance, R&S is bringing
the R&S Clipster for mastering
and distribution of feature films
and episodic TV. Supporting up to
4K120p, from a wide array of me-

dia file formats or baseband SDI,
R&S Clipster is equipped with the
ability to support various stages
of post production with its built-in
tools. Conforming, video tape recorder (VTR) emulation, non-linear
editing, real-time video processing, and advanced colour format
transformations are some of the
features R&S Clipster provides.
In addition to the creation of
files, R&S Clipster also provides
video playback for QC, review and
approval, or playout to tape via
SDI, DisplayPort and HDMI with
16 channels of embedded SDI

audio or 16 channel of AES/EBU.
Alongside R&S Clipster, the
company is also displaying its
R&S Venice, a playout and ingest
platform that enables broadcasters to deliver content by merging
SDI and video-over-IP technologies, thus empowering them to
migrate to IP-based production.
Equipped with a new server core,
R&S Venice provides a single
platform covering both live and
studio productions, and channel
playout applications.
Find out more at booth
4T2-04.

Adder Technology develops ‘world’s
smallest’ KVM transmitter
Adder Technology is highlighting
ADDERLink Infinity 100T (ALIF100T), an IP-based KVM (keyboard, video, mouse) transmitter.
Describing the ALIF100T as the
“world’s smallest” KVM transmitter, Adder Technology says that
the ALIF100T is ideal for the Asian
broadcast market, where rack space
is often at a premium.
As the newest member to the
ADDERLink Infinity range, the
ALIF100T can be plugged directly
into any computer. For instance,

the transmitter can be hung from
the back of the source, and can be
retrofitted into existing infrastructure, without taking up any unit
space if rack-mounted.
And with its “small form factor”,
the transmitter can be installed
in mobile trucks, which have less
space internally compared to
large data centres. The ALIF100T
also allows users to link its outside
broadcast (OB) units together in
new rack space.
In addition, the ALIF100T is

Adder Technology’s
ALIF100T IP-based KVM
transmitter can be plugged directly
into any computer, and retrofitted
into existing infrastructure.

designed to reduce power consumption by using only 2W, which
ensures less heat is generated and
less cooling is required, therefore
reducing costs.
Visitors can check out the
ALIF100T at booth 6H4-01.
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Using tape to optimise
data protection costs
and mitigate the risk of
ransomware for
data-centric organisations

The dynamic nature
of evolving threats
requires IT organisations to deploy
dynamic data protection capabilities,
technologies and
strategies.
In this white paper, which is sponsored by The LTO Program, the IDC writes
how best practice organisations should
maintain and update a threat analysis,
as well as match data protection technologies and processes to the specific
threats. The result, according to IDC, is a
matrix of data protection used to create
an end-to-end continuum of protection
against all foreeseable events.
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ChyronHego paints
a telestration
analysis picture
ChyronHego is highlighting version 7.4 of its
Paint telestration analysis solution for sports
broadcasting.
Paint 7.4 includes full 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
support, including built-in recording in 4K/
UHD. It is also equipped with new IP capabilities, including support for HTTP H.264 live
IP streaming recording.
Also joining Paint’s existing integration
with EVS slow-motion replay servers is an
all-new integration with the LiveTouch replay
system from Grass Valley, a Belden Brand.
The new version of Paint also includes new
automatic player-tracking capabilities that
remove the need for key framing, making
the telestration solution fastest to air, according to ChyronHego
In addition, the company is showcasing
the “first-ever” product to provide a complete video telestration workflow for coaching staff — from content capture to logging/
tagging and then illustration of the footage
— in a single software-based solution.
At booth 4P2-05, visitors can also check
out Virtual Placement, a tool for incorporating virtual graphics into any live broadcast.
Virtual Placement allows state-of-the art
virtual graphics to be added to live productions, without the need for a specialist
operator or expensive camera sensors.
New enhancements include support
for 4K/UHD, a new auto-masking feature,
enhanced real-time data integration with
ChyronHego’s sports tracking solutions,
TRACAB and ZXY, as well as integration with
third-party, real-time data sources.
Paint is ChyronHego’s
telestration analysis
solution
for sports
broadcasting.
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AT G&D, WE DON’T JUST BUILD THE
BEST KVM SYSTEMS. BY WORKING
CLOSELY TOGETHER, WE’LL BUILD THE
BEST SYSTEM FOR YOU.
To us, it’s not enough to have an unmatched
reputation for reliability, usability and
performance.
Or to be an ISO 9001 certified company with the
most comprehensive product range in the industry.
Or even to be continually developing innovations
such as our compression algorithm that delivers
the highest video quality whilst ensuring latencyfree operation.

Our overriding aim is to put together a KVM system
tailor-made to your needs.
This involves exceptional levels of consultation from
the outset – and exhaustive attention to detail
during and after construction.
Investing in a G&D system will provide your
business with tangible advantages now and into
the future.
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Miller partners
RØDE Microphones for
My RØDE Reel
Inaugurated in 2014, My RØDE Reel is a
short film contest that has seen over 12,000
video submissions from 90 countries. For
its fifth edition this year, My RØDE Reel is
being supported by Miller Tripods, which
supplies the CX2 fluid head and CX2 Solo
75 two-stage alloy as part of
the Art Director categories.
Charles Montesin, global
sales and marketing
manager, Miller Camera
Support Equipment, said:
“We aim to unlock the
creative potential of
innovators by supplying
them with the best
equipment for their
artistic endeavours.”

Stage Tec on tour with
Hans Zimmer soundtracks
Stage Tec’s Aurus and Nexus have joined
The World of Hans Zimmer — A Symphonic
Celebration concert tour, which premiered
in Germany at the end of April. A 48-fader
Aurus platinum was installed at the FOH
position. The console is embedded in a
Nexus system with six base devices, three
for the FOH side rack and three for I/O.
Additionally, the network is supported by
two additional Nexus Star routers, one
for Aurus processing at the FOH position,
and the other for monitoring with a MADI
connection and for the remaining three
Nexus base devices.
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IP transformation
starts with audio
When it comes to the history of broadcast
transmission, audio has had a more storied history than
video. Radio broadcasting, for instance, was one of the
first broadcast mediums for people to obtain news and
information. In terms of IP transformation sweeping
the broadcast and media industry today, audio has
arguably surpassed video in terms of audio-over-IP
(AoIP) networking technologies, media transportation
and of course, interoperability. Josephine Tan finds
out more.

A

s the primary distribution approach of
digital audio signals across an IP network,
audio-over-IP (AoIP) has been increasingly embraced by the installed sound,
live, radio and broadcast industries. One
standard that has emerged to enable AoIP
streaming is AES67, which was published
by the Audio Engineering Society (AES)
in September 2013.
AES67 empowers interoperability
between the various IP-based audio
networking products, based on existing standards such as Dante, Livewire,
Q-LAN and Ravenna. Although AES67
is not a new technology, it is a bridging
compliance mode common to all IP networks that operate over standard layer 3
Ethernet networks, and is routable like
other common modern IT networks.
In Mediacorp’s new media centre, it
hosts facilities for 12 radio and eight TV
stations, as well as originating a number
of online streaming channels. The centrepiece of the new facility is a central newsroom, which is designed around an open
workspace concept that allows reporters,
producers and talents to create content at
dozens of production workstations.
To power these workstations, the
Singapore terrestrial broadcaster installed
50 copies of Lawo’s RƎLAY VRX4 virtual
radio mixer software. Each computer is
connected to the facility’s AoIP network,
giving each workstation’s RƎLAY mixer
access to audio from network-attached
devices such as playout computers, codecs
and voice-over-IP (VoIP) servers, as well
as audio from local sources.
Designed to empower broadcasters
to build “virtual broadcast studios”, the
RƎLAY family includes the VRX8 eightfader and VRX4 four-fader virtual radio
mixer, the VPB virtual patch bay, and the
VSC virtual sound card software. These
solutions are AES67/Ravenna-compliant,
and feature a multi-touchscreen interface
for users’ ease of use.
AoIP is undoubtedly the next step in

signal distribution technology, and is
the only way to ensure a future-proof
infrastructure design in these dynamic
times, declares Andreas Hilmer, director, marketing and communications,
Lawo.
IP per se is generic, Hilmer tells
APB, as the technology is neutral with
the media formats that are encapsulated
in the packets the network is transporting; and with AES67 and SMPTE ST
2110-30 unified open standards defined,
it ensures interoperability between different vendors and AoIP formats such
as Ravenna and Dante.
Suggesting that AoIP is one of the
pre-conditions to create a future-proof
and flexible broadcast ecosystem today,
Hilmer highlights that the beauty of
IP — both AoIP and video-over-IP —
lies in the optimisation of workflows
by deeper integration of audio, video,
control and monitoring. He continues:
“These formerly completely separate
worlds are with IP, now using the same
infrastructure, offering benefits of flex-

ibility and efficiency when it comes to
managing costs for cabling, dedicated
infrastructure technology, personnel
and time.”
In addition to the technical advantages of IP technology, Hilmer points
out that IP enables broadcast production
workflow designs like remote production,
as it is able to streamline workflows to
allow users to create more content with
less resources.
“The key to fully embracing the
benefits of IP technology lies within the
workflows that can be changed completely,” he continues. “IP is not just a
modernised one-by-one replacement for
SDI or AES baseband technology, it’s a
complete game changer.”
And where standards are concerned,
Hilmer says that the AES67-native
Ravenna standard is dominating the
broadcast market, while Dante leads in
the AV install and live performance markets. He adds: “However, with AES67 and
SMPTE ST 2110-30 as part of the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) roadmap,
there are now defined open standards for
interoperability between Ravenna, Dante
and other IP-based devices.
“So today, the different AoIP standards basically represent different ways
for vendors to integrate AoIP technology into their devices, either by an open
technology approach like Ravenna, or a
proprietary module approach like Dante,
or even by any self-developed AES67 interfacing. Therefore, there’s no threat of
an AoIP format war anymore — AES67
and SMPTE ST 2110-30 are the agreed
and safe basis to build on.”
Another company that has continued to demonstrate support for AES67
is Gatesair. Keyur Parikh, director,
Intraplex products of GatesAir, explains:

Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp has installed 50 copies of Lawo’s RƎLAY VRX4 virtual
radio mixer software to power an open workspace concept that allows reporters, producers and
talents to create content at dozens of production workstations.
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“Not having an open standard for
interoperability has been an issue
for studio AoIP networking. The
publication of AES67 has allowed
the convergence of a multitude
of these standards. Ravenna, for
instance, has support for AES67,
and even Dante has a mode for
AES67 operation.”
For GatesAir, the discussion
on AoIP can be distinguished
between in-studio and wide area
networks (WANs). For more than
a decade, broadcasters around the
world have been transitioning to
IP-based WANs for audio distribution, he says. “This follows the
same path of migration as voice
telephony. Seeing this trend, the
European Broadcasting Union
(EBU) published specification
EBU 3326 in 2017 for interoperability. As of today, major audio
codec vendors support EBU 3326
for AoIP interoperability.”
Cost, flexibility and availability
of IP service providers are some of
the main drivers that Parikh points
out as encouraging higher adoption of AoIP WAN. He continues:
“While IP-based networks provide
many benefits to broadcasters, the
quality of connections as compared to time division multiplexed
(TDM)-based technology has not
been achieved. Therefore, unlike
TDM networks, with IP, the end-

devices, such as codecs, must do
the heavy lifting to ensure that
the transported audio arrives at
the decoder with the quality that
broadcasters are used to.”
Because of the lack of an open
interoperability standard, in-studio AoIP continue to trail behind,
according to Parikh. “However,
with the publication and subsequent adoption of AES67, more
vendors are starting to incorporate
it in their equipment,” he points
out. “As adoption of AES67 increases, broadcasters have the
opportunity to realise a converged
IP broadcast network, stretching
from studio to extending across
the IP WAN.”
In an attempt to underline
its commitment to standards,
Riedel Communications has made
continued investments in new
technologies with the acquisition
of Archwave, a Swiss audio-networking and streaming specialist
that promotes open standards for
the interconnection of audio and
video equipment in professional
environments.
The new partnership will see
the establishment of a research
and development hub in Zurich,
and increase Riedel’s global engineering team to over 100 engineers while expanding R&D
capabilities for IP and standards

such as AES67, which will further
enhance interoperability in the
broadcast sector.
Commenting on the acquisition of Archwave, Thomas
Riedel, founder and CEO of Riedel
Communications, highlights that
the collaboration is an “important step for Riedel in providing
complete networking solutions”
that allow broadcasters to improve
their workflow efficiency.
Cameron O’Neill, director,
Asia-Pacific, Riedel Communications, adds: “Theo retically,
only AES67 is a standard, while
Ravenna and Dante are protocols.
However, if they were put under
the umbrella of ‘standards’, they
are critical as it’s the only way that
manufacturers can come together
and make devices communicate
with each other.
“Already, we can see that Dante
and Ravenna are claiming AES67
compatibility, with workable and
proven results. Although there are
still some issues that need to be
worked out, a Dante device generally can now talk to a Ravenna
device or to a generic AES67 implementation.”
In terms of current deployment, almost every TV and radio
station will have some kind of
contribution codec that is using
compressed AoIP somewhere in

19
Riedel
Communications has
acquired Archwave,
a Swiss audionetworking and
streaming specialist,
which Thomas Riedel
(right), founder
and CEO of Riedel
Communications,
calls as an “important
step for Riedel in
providing complete
networking
solutions”. With him
are: Arie van den
Broek (centre), CEO of
Archwave; and Martin
Berger, CSO of Riedel
Communications.

the chain, says O’Neill. “As for the
transmission of uncompressed
AoIP, there has only been an
installation in Australia where
the operator has installed a large
Dante/AES67 network over a
purpose-built private network.”
To fully embrace the benefits
AoIP offers, he points out that the
main challenge is to overcome
the divider that exists between IT
and broadcast technologies, as the
line between these two different
sectors, with two totally different
mandates, starts to blur.
“The security required for public-facing network is extreme, and
it can hamper the transmission of
uncompressed streams. However,
it is necessary as cybercrime is

real, and there are stories of people trying to break into corporate
networks through Wi-Fi exploits.
“However, this relationship
does not need to be adversarial
if both sides were to spend time
learning what is important to
the other, and then brainstorm a
solution. For instance, managers
should make time to moderate
regular meetings between IT and
broadcast engineering teams,
focusing on why broadcast would
want to use the network, and with
IT explaining how they can help
secure all of that precious content.
“If done properly, this process
can speed up the transition towards a network-based workflow,”
O’Neill concludes.
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Avid Media Composer brings beloved
bear back into audiences’ hearts
After tackling Paddington’s first,
and hugely successful cinema debut in 2014, BAFTA award-winning
director, Paul King, lead animator,
Pablo Grillo, and editor, Mark
Everson, returned to help bring the
beloved bear back for a live action/
CGI-animated sequel.
For the past two decades,
London-based editor Everson
has embraced the Avid Media
Composer video editing software.
Powered by Avid MediaCentral, the
software has helped Everson cut
some of the most memorable British comedies — from The Mighty
Boosh to the nation’s favourite local
DJ, Alan Partridge.
One of the challenges the
CGI bear brought to the first film,
Everson revealed, included visualeffects demands. “We learnt an
incredible amount from working
on the first film,” he added. “One
main lesson we put into action this
time round was to get a VFX editor
involved much earlier in the editing
process. Both Paddington movies
have been really hard work, and
until Paddington Bear really starts
to exist, you’re faced with a lot of
question marks over what he’s doing minute to minute.”
The Paddington 2 editing process began like many others, by

Having used Avid Media Composer for the past 20 years, Mark Everson’s choice to
edit Paddington 2 was never going to be in doubt.
Media Composer
provided the
flexibility the team
needed — moving
from a 2D floating
guide bear to a
fully animated bear
completely changed
the sequence and led
to more re-cutting.

assembling the rushes on location. Although there was one key
difference: the lead character was
invisible and someone off-camera
read out his lines.
From there, Henry Kemplen,
the VFX editor, populated the

shot with an unrealistic 2D bear
that drifted around not moving
his mouth. He worked alongside
VFX supervisor, Robin Saxon, who
estimated the cost and how many
bear shots a scene would contain
even before the scene was shot.

Media Composer provided the
flexibility the team needed — moving from a 2D floating guide bear
to a fully animated bear completely
changed the sequence and led to
more re-cutting. Constant animation development required scenes
to be edited at various stages over
the course of months and critically,
editing is all about finding the right
rhythm, Everson highlighted.
“When you go to a VFX review
with Pablo, you’ll still be commenting on the shape of the performance,” he explained. “Unlike
most films, editorially you have
more opportunities to give your
suggestions on jokes and lines,
which might make it into the endproduct.”
Everson is no stranger to Media
Composer, first using the industryleading software in his role as an
assistant editor in 1998. Having
relied on it for the first Paddington
film, he knew it was the only option
for the sequel.
“The timeline on a Paddington movie is colossal and Media
Composer handled that with ease.
With over 20 layers of audio, and a
similar amount of video, it’s easy to
take for granted how complicated
that can be. Avid not only supported the entire operation, but

enabled us to have playback in a
high resolution.”
Everson also highlighted how
Media Composer provided him
with “incredibly fast, high-performing editorial workflows that
included impressive performance
in full-screen playback mode”.
The Media Composer streamlined interface also brought greater
efficiency to the task of organising
the huge amount of media, freeing
up Everson to tell the Paddington
story with director King. “As a director, Paul is really technically aware.
He knows what Media Composer
can do, which allows us to discuss
using even the most miniscule
of effects. Every sequence had
months of work on it, and Media
Composer allowed us to get the
continuity as precise as possible,”
Everson concluded.

Wildling first feature film birthed under ARRI initiative
In 2016, ARRI launched the International Support Programme
(ISP), a new funding programme
for up-and-coming filmmakers all
over the world.
Wildling, a 2018 fantasy/horror
movie, is the first project to benefit
from the ISP’s package of postproduction and co-production
services.
Fritz Boehm’s feature film debut was shot by director of photography (DoP) Toby Oliver ACS in
New York with the ARRI cameras
Alexa Mini and Amira, and edited

at ARRI Media in Dolby Vision and
Dolby Atmos, among others.
Having previously specialised
in directing short films, Boehm
found that working on a feature
was not that different, despite
some constraints. “We only had
23 days to shoot Wildling — not
much time, especially as there were
scenes with child actors, animals
and on the water,” he explained.
“Intensive prosthetic makeup was
also necessary.”
Another challenge, Boehm
shared, was Wildling was set in a
forested area with many nature
scenes, but was in reality shot in
New York for financial reasons. “We
had a 23-mile radius around Columbus Circle, Manhattan. A large
part of it is water, another belongs
to New Jersey. And with the few
nature areas in the background, we
often saw skyscrapers and power
lines, which we re-touched from
many scenes,” he added.
As to the ARRI cameras, they
came highly recommended by DoP
Oliver, a decision now endorsed by
Boehm. He said: “Due to our tight
schedule, we wanted to work with a
very agile system that was as small
as possible. The Alexa Mini was

Director Fritz Boehm (left) and DoP Toby Olivier shot Wildling with the ARRI Alexa
Mini and Amira cameras.
Because of the support
of ARRI’S ISP, director
Fritz Boehm and his
team were also able
to carry out post
production “at the
highest level”, including
with Dolby Atmos and
Dolby Vision.

relatively new at that time, [and]
we mostly worked with a set of
Super Baltars Vintage lenses from
Bausch & Lomb, which are very
small and light.”
On-set, the Alexa Mini served

as the A-camera and the Amira as
the B-camera because it uses the
same image sensor and was an
inexpensive package.
Boehm continued: “While the
A-Team shot a scene with the Alexa

Mini, the B-Team prepared the next
set-up with the Amira. This allowed
us to move quickly from one set-up
to the next, without long conversion times. In selected scenes, we
also shot with the Amira at the
same time.”
With the support of ARRI’S ISP,
Boehm and his team were also able
to carry out post production “at the
highest level”, including with Dolby
Atmos and Dolby Vision. The latter,
he explained, was like a frosting
on the whole project. “Especially
in a film like Wildling — with a lot
of darkness, shadows, deep blacks
and high contrasts — Dolby Vision
brings you very close to a dreamlike cinema experience.”
Where Dolby Atmos was concerned, it created an “incredibly real
and immersive sound environment”,
Boehm described. “In the first scene,
for example, where we are in an
attic and Brad Dourif’s character
tells a story while a thunderstorm
is approaching outside.
“For this, we processed about
100 individual rain and dripping
noise, which are only fully effective in Dolby Atmos. It feels threedimensional, as if you were really
on site — very impressive!”

Interra Systems’ QC
solution scales up
Iyuno’s operations
Iyuno, a provider of professional subtitling,
dubbing and closed captioning services
and technology for the TV, broadcast and
professional media industry, has deployed
Interra Systems’ Baton file-based QC solution
in South Korea, the US, Malaysia and Japan.
Being a software-centric and automated
solution, Baton allows Iyuno to scale up its
operations very quickly, without compromising quality. It also allows Iyuno to perform a
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variety of video, audio and closed caption
checks to ensure the delivery of superior
quality, error-free content, said Interra Systems.
Stella Yoo, COO of Iyuno, added: “Prior to
installing Baton, we relied on a manual QC
process that was slow, antiquated and created numerous video and audio errors — as
they could not be easily detected by humans.
“Several of our clients require strict

CCTV deploys IP-based
communications system
China Central Television
(CCTV) has upgraded its
Clear-Com digital intercom
system and replaced thirdparty legacy systems to
create one of the largest
IP-based communications
systems in the broadcast
world. This, added ClearCom, enables the Chinese
state broadcaster to rely less
on traditional copper cablebased architecture while
expanding the reach and
capabilities of its current
wired and wireless systems.
The upgrade brings together 15 Eclipse HX Omega
frames, 20 Eclipse HX PiCo
frames, more than 200 Vseries intercom panels and
10 sets of FreeSpeak II wireless beltpack systems into a
network with four existing
Eclipse frames, 146 V-Series
panels and 25 FreeSpeak II China Central Television has upgraded its Clear-Com digital
intercom system and replaced third-party legacy systems to
beltpacks.
Xue Zhixing, deputy create one of the largest IP-based communications systems in
the broadcast world.
chief of broadcast centre
general control department
for CCTV, said: “TV production increasingly
and has been used successfully for the
requires precise coordination between
coverage of the 90th anniversary parade
many groups of people in a variety of
of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
locations.
at the Zhurihe Training Base in Inner
“The addition of LQ Series interfaces
Mongolia, and the broadcast of the 2017
to our system a few years ago gave us the
BRICS National Summit in Xiamen, an
ability to link remote and overseas interinternational relations conference atcom and audio systems over LAN, WAN or
tended by the heads of the five-member
IP networks, but it was time to increase our
states — Brazil, Russia, India, China and
communications reach yet again.”
South Africa.
The implementation of Clear-Com’s
Jeffery Wu, regional sales manager,
IVC-32 card for the Eclipse digital matrix
Clear-Com China, said: “CCTV is a large
system, Agent-IC licences and free smart
operation with complex needs. We pride
devices apps now allows CCTV to commuourselves on having supported them
nicate more conveniently and effectively
throughout the upgrade process, from
with crews, whether in the studio or at pre-sales to after-sales service and onany location where Internet connectivity site technical support when needed.
is available.
Whether a geographically vast operation,
The new system also connects to the
or a single venue, Clear-Com systems are
new China Global Television Network
the worldwide choice for reliable com(CGTN) and various overseas locations,
munications.”

Iyuno, a provider
of professional
subtitling, dubbing
and closed
captioning services
and technology for
the TV, broadcast
and professional
media industry, has
deployed Interra
Systems’ Baton filebased QC solution in
South Korea, the US,
Malaysia and Japan.

compliance with QC standards and a short
turnaround time. Utilising automation, Baton
speeds up the process and allows us to deliver file-based content with greater accuracy.”
Baton provides Iyuno with quality checks,
scalability, support for a wide range of media formats, and an intuitive Web-based
interface that makes it easy to detect issues,
including those related to conformance
checks, telecine issues, video/audio dropouts and audio click/pop, among others. As
Baton is software-based, it offers the ease
and flexibility to be integrated into Iyuno’s
cloud-based infrastructure.
In particular, Baton supports a variety of
subtitle and close caption formats, including
both embedded and standalone. Verification
includes dropouts, standards compliance,
profane word detection, and many others. By
allowing Iyuno to perform multi-language
checks of audio tracks, Baton enhances
audio experiences, Interra Systems added.
Kanishka Tongya, director of sales, APAC
& MENA, Interra Systems, concluded: “Ba-

ton’s scalable architecture will let Iyuno expand its QC farm as needed, providing high
availability that ensures the system continue
operating even if one of the hardware components is down.”
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Marshall Electronics is introducing the
Marshall VMV-402-SH, a quad-viewer and
switcher designed to allow users to view
up to four 3G HD-SDI video signals in
resolutions up to 1920x1080p, and switch
between the inputs to select a single view
for output. The company recommends the
Marshall VMV-402-SH for broadcasters
who want to add more cameras to a
production while switching between the
different camera feeds to create “even more
compelling video content”.
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hile viewed by some as a novelty that
will struggle in the long term, to gain
longevity, 360-degree content can provide a depth of context and immersiveness that 2D content never could.
Viewers watching a live football
match in 360-degree from the comfort
of their own homes, for instance, feel as
if they are in the stadium themselves,
soaking in every sight and sound. As far
as “immersive viewing experiences” go,
that is perhaps as close to the zenith of
what broadcasters can offer.
What, then, if the roles are reversed,
and broadcasters themselves want a
constant 360-degree view of what their
viewers are watching, in order to most
effectively reach out to them?
For Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp, the answer can be
found by unifying all its media currencies internally to gather a single view of
its audiences — via the Customer360
platform.
Launched in 2016, Customer360 is
a cross-platform solution that integrates

disparate audience currencies across
TV, print, radio, out-of-home and
digital on a single planning platform.
Calling the launch of Customer360
a “critical milestone”, Parminder Singh,
chief commercial and digital officer,
Mediacorp, told APB: “We are the first
media company in the world to fuse
currency data across five media platforms. This is particularly important
to our advertisers as it gives them a
more holistic view of audiences across
different media touch points, to enable
more effective media planning.”
This, Singh highlights, is on top
of the silo media currencies Mediacorp previously put in place, such as
SG-TAM (Singapore Television Audience Measurement) for TV and Nielsen
Radio Wave for radio.
“As the leading multi-platform
media company in Singapore, we are
constantly evaluating and looking
for innovative best-in-class audience
measurement methodologies for both
online and offline media,” he adds.
“We are actively engaged in industry
discussions on how best to evolve
our measurement approaches, and
to achieve consensus around a single
measurement framework that could be
adopted by the trade.”
As digitisation increasingly become
an imperative, Mediacorp is also hoping
to turn a ripple into a wave — where
measuring digital audiences from
both a user and content perspective is
concerned.
While some traditional measurement metrics may be backward-looking
instead of forward-looking, Mediacorp
deploys RIPPLE (Real-time Interest,

❝We are the first media company in the
world to fuse currency data across five media
platforms. This is particularly important
to our advertisers as it gives them a more
holistic view of audiences across different
media touch points, to enable more effective
media planning.❞
— Parminder Singh, Chief Commercial and Digital Officer, Mediacorp

Participation and Popularity Learning
Engine), a content analytics hub that
provides its newsroom with a realtime view of audience behaviours and
consumption patterns across the entire
Mediacorp network.
Singh describes: “For example,
RIPPLE provides a forecast of how an
article is likely to perform in the next
72 hours after publication. This forward
view allows business owners to decide if
any intervention or boost is required to
move a particular piece of content.
“Every morning, the newsroom
gathers to review RIPPLE insights on
the best-performing articles published
over the past 36 hours. Through the
data-driven audience insights, the newsroom will be able to drive their editorial
strategy more effectively.”
Through the SGT-TAM, Mediacorp
is also aiming to bring an integrated
rating and reach measure of both linear
and online viewing. As more and more
audience groups consume content over
multiple screens, having an integrated
video consumption view is increasingly important for Mediacorp, explains
Singh. He goes on to highlight the introduction of a new way of optimising video
buys across all of Mediacorp’s free-to-air
(FTA) channels and Toggle, an interactive over-the-top (OTT) service that
houses all Mediacorp catch-up content.
“By blending the cost-per-viewer
(CPV) across screens, we have effectively
improved campaign ROIs for our advertisers,” Singh says.
One brand that has been synonymous with audience measurement for
many years is Nielsen, who has been
providing data and analytics for almost
a century.
And as the broadcast and media
industry continues to evolve, Nielsen is
hardly resting on its laurels, as the company has now put together a framework
to provide measurement for the future
consumption of media — a future that
is already here, declares Craig Johnson,
managing director, media, Nielsen.
Rapid industry fragmentation and
shifting viewing habits, he adds, has led
to the development of Nielsen’s Total
Audience framework, which provides
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Marshall Electronics
unveils quad-viewer/
switcher

Shifting viewing habits are
compelling broadcasters
to measure their audiences
across multiple platforms and
devices. And as Shawn Liew
discovers, the methodologies
are also evolving, thanks to
technologies such as AI.
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Systems integrator
Broadcast Solutions
has signed a
distribution agreement
with Simplylive, a
technology solutions
provider for the
broadcast and digital industry. Effective
immediately, Broadcast Solutions will
handle all sales of Simplylive solutions in
several regions and countries, including
Finland, Hungary and Spain. One of
Broadcast Solutions’ ongoing projects is the
implementation of a 4K/Ultra HD remote
production centre for Streamteam Nordic,
where Simplylive’s products are widely
deployed. Moving forward, the companies
say they will work together to support the
live and sports broadcast industry.

There is more to
audience
measurement
than meets the eye
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Broadcast Solutions
signs distribution deal
with Simplylive
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❝What is needed, is
a holistic view across
digital that is comparable
and unduplicated with
linear media, in order to
understand the impact
of programming and
advertising on the big and
small screens.❞
— Craig Johnson, Managing Director, Media, Nielsen
measurement across all devices
and platforms. This, in turn, delivers unduplicated and comparable
metrics from an independent audience measurement solution, and
offers a view of what people watch
across devices and platforms.
Johnson continues: “The flexibility of the framework allows
clients to leverage components
for linear and dynamic content
for both programming and advertising, as well as cross-platform
content analysis insights.
“Within the Total Audience
framework, Nielsen has also developed Digital Ad Rating (DAR) and

Digital Content Ratings (DCR) to
measure in conjunction with linear
TV audience measurement.”
He also believes that because
broadcasters are today faced with
the challenge of combining digital
and traditional media, having
multiple sets of metrics is counterproductive. “What is needed is a
holistic view across digital that is
comparable and unduplicated with
linear media, in order to understand the impact of programming
and advertising on the big and
small screens.”
Comparable metrics, says
Johnson, allow broadcasters to un-

derstand how audiences interact
across their various platforms and
accordingly, adjust demographics
and programme durations to attract maximum audience reach
across all devices.
Unduplicated reach metrics
across all platforms and devices is
key, he emphasises, while suggesting that this “unduplicated reach”
should form the building blocks for
all other metrics. “It is important
to all broadcasters and advertisers that the metrics produced are
comparable and can be used from
planning to post analysis.
“Return on investment (ROI)
is emerging as the most important
measure — this is why Nielsen has
a strategy of measuring Reach,
Resonance and Reaction,” Johnson
concludes.
In an increasingly digitised
world, the continued emergence
of disruptive technologies should
perhaps not be seen as a surprise.
Artificial intelligence (AI), for instance, is projected by Gartner to
produce US$1.2 trillion worth of
global business value by this year
alone — an amount that will more
than triple to $3.9 trillion in 2022.

Where audience measurement and analysis is concerned,
AI will appear to fit like a glove;
machine learning and increasing
automation are poised to offer
broadcasters insights into their
audiences the likes of which they
have not experienced before. This,
in turn, will allow them to target
specific content and advertising
campaigns to audiences who are
most likely to be receptive.
Businesses operating in today’s
environment need to provide
products or solutions that meet the
needs of real people, says Nielsen’s
Johnson. The problem is — people
are constantly changing, compelling brands to stay relevant in order to attract new customers, while
having to simultaneously increase
loyalty among current customers.
“Adapting to all these changes has
never been more difficult, considering the staggering amount of big
data to organise, understand and
act on,” Johnson adds.
To address these issues, Nielsen has created an adaptive learning
technology – Nielsen Artificial
Intelligence (Nielsen AI) – that is
built into the Nielsen Marketing

Cloud (NMC), and which automates the creation and optimisation of audience models. “This
new capability enables clients to
respond instantly to real-time
changes in consumer behaviour,
resulting in more relevant content
and advertising, higher levels of
customer engagement and improved ROI,” says Johnson.
For Mediacorp, AI and big data
are already part of its roadmap. At
the inaugural BIGGIES Big Data
and Artificial Intelligence Awards
held last December in Hong Kong,
the RIPPLE content analytics solution clinched the top positions for
“Excellence in Data Analytics” and
“Excellence in Data-Driven Business Process Efficiency”, two out of
five awards categories presented.
“In a pervasively digital landscape, we see technology as a
critical part of audience measurement,” shares Mediacorp’s Singh.
“As a multi-platform company,
we collect reams of data every
day, [and] we need to leverage
AI and big data technologies to
make better sense of the data, and
to improve insights and speed-tomarket.”

HbbTV brings more efficiency to audience measurement
Where once audience measurement involved a
broad ‘scattergun approach’ for free-to-air (FTA)
networks, it has now improved and changed
significantly to the use of true analytics for overthe-top (OTT) services, suggested David Blackett,
general manager, Magna Group.
He told APB: “Having said that, the traditional terrestrial networks’ audience measurement
tools have not really advanced too greatly. The
integration of the Internet, however, changed
everything in the online world, especially with
Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV).
“The upcoming ATSC 3.0 standard will also
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go further in integrating the Internet into content delivery, and that will in turn also affect
audience measurement techniques and tools.”
In the meantime, Blackett advised broadcasters to continue to know what their viewers
are watching — in terms of content genre, how
long they are watching, and what device they
are watching on. These key metrics, can then be
used to build an accurate viewer profile, and allow broadcasters to target their viewers with true
programmable advertising to increase revenue.
Continue to monitor HbbTV, because it can
be a valuable tool, Blackett emphasised. “HbbTV

brings the online world into the linear world,
and creates a true and tight-knit community
who feel part of the programming itself. This
is a very effective way of connecting audiences
and increasing their interactivity with the programme, as you can get a response from viewers
in real time.”
This creates a two-way street between the
broadcaster and the viewer, and its effectiveness can be accurately measured. Additionally,
broadcasters can use log-ins via social media
platforms to help create and develop viewer IDs
and profiles, Blackett concluded.

Magna Group’s David Blackett:
“The upcoming ATSC 3.0
standard will go further in
integrating the Internet into
content delivery, and that will
in turn also affect audience
measurement techniques and
tools.”
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WHATS’ON anticipates the need
for content- and viewer-centric
media operations
BY JOHAN VANMARCKE

Johan Vanmarcke is
managing director
of MEDIAGENIX
APAC.

Content may be king, but the viewer
is definitely calling the shots, certainly
now that the Internet giants have
endowed them with even greater
power. This has pushed media
companies to start re-inventing
themselves. Putting their compelling
content on the viewer-preferred
digital, on-demand or linear
platforms, they are seeking to provide
all means for the viewer to connect
with their content and their brand.
Amid all the complexities of
rights, royalties, formats, changing
cost models and internal workflows,
the broadcast management system
WHATS’ON by MEDIAGENIX delivers
the supporting platform for media
companies to do more with less.
Traditional players are diverging
from their trusted linear delivery
model towards TV Everywhere and
time-shifted viewing. On the other side
of the spectrum, new online players
have entered the market. Having no
connection with the traditional linear
TV world, they come with new rules
and business models. But the viewer
forces these new players, too, to
constantly revisit their workflows and
look for new revenue streams.
New ways of distributing content
are becoming key, such as delivering
content directly to the consumer as
over-the-top (OTT), on social media,
or by selling content packages to
third-party platforms. In fact, we see a
strong shift in focus from scheduling
content to content distribution. Linear
TV playout has become just one of the
many ways of releasing content, on par
with reselling content to third parties.

A new view on content
These changes also have a huge
impact on content itself. For one thing,
traditional players have become more
creative in how they package their
content for viewers. They split content
up into smaller parts that fit social and
on-demand media, repackage seasons
in different themes, or add bonus
content for the true fan.
And then there is the
phenomenon of binge viewing. This
has disrupted the whole traditional

Amid all the complexities of rights, royalties,
formats, changing cost models and internal
workflows, the broadcast management
system WHATS’ON by MEDIAGENIX delivers
the supporting platform for media companies
to do more with less.

WHATS’ON by MEDIAGENIX provides centralised content, media and rights management on a single system for both linear, on-demand and
digital distribution.

production process, as entire seasons
of a series are now being released
at once. The market has responded
with shorter seasons — even more
miniseries — more consistent story
lines and TV shows that are heavily
marketed like movie premieres, with a
huge build-up to the release date.
All this means that media
companies need to be able to slice
and dice content for use on different
platforms. They need to manage rights
for new versions of content that are
assembled from many existing content
parts. They will also want to present
existing content in new and different
ways, and group titles into collections
for selling, planning or re-packaging.
This requires a flexible content-centric
system and quick editorial decisions
that rely on a powerful management
of media and material workflows, and
of complex rights and underlying
rights and royalties.
WHATS’ON by MEDIAGENIX
provides centralised content, media
and rights management on a single
system for both linear, on-demand
and digital distribution. The system
gives the users overviews that flag
possible issues. Content information
such as rights, scheduling and
distribution data remain accessible
along the content’s entire life cycle.
This implies that everybody in every
department, taking care of business in
any model or any platform, is working
on the same real-time data.
At Swiss public broadcaster RTS,
WHATS’ON users open the frameaccurate player from their WHATS’ON

screen and set markers segmenting
the content. This facilitates its
distribution on any platform while
tracking the various rights on every
individual segment of the content.
The system informs users about rights
problems and the additional costs
for clearing the content. Among
other things, this allows them to
automatically create clips for fast
publication online.

Global content management
In the meantime, international media
groups are centralising their content
in a global content management
system so that it is ready to be shared
by channels and platforms across
the globe. Here again, WHATS’ON
fits in perfectly. As the media assets
management (MAM) function in
WHATS’ON pilots all video, audio and
subtitle flows, the content is ready to
be shared by all channels in whichever
region, platform, version or language
the content is needed.

Single multi-platform workflow
Basically, the business management
system (BMS) of today needs to
offer an answer to the resounding
question posed by media companies
worldwide: help us streamline our
back-office operations, but above all,
give us a system that continuously
supports our (future) business models.
Product evolutions, configurability
and easy integrations with the
existing and ever-changing IT and
business landscape are key.
When implementing new systems

or replacing (in-house) systems,
meeting the go-live deadline is a
top priority. That was recently the
case for the implementation at
the BBC, as it was for all customers
who are now live with WHATS’ON.
Just recently, UR, a Swedish public
service broadcasting company, swiftly
changed to WHATS’ON without
custom development, and it took
care of integrations on its own with
the open application programming
interface (API).
The more complex reality gets,
the stronger the need grows for
solutions that make it possible to
operate effectively across operational
boundaries, locations, media and
delivery platforms (TV/digital/
radio). The content-centric set-up
of WHATS’ON enables companies
to streamline media operations and
install one single workflow for both
digital and linear usage.
Whether media companies want
to broadcast their content on linear
channels, publish it on video-ondemand (VoD) platforms or stream it
online, WHATS’ON enables them to
easily launch new channels, set up ondemand media services, and optimise
content exploitation and distribution
in a managed way.
MEDIAGENIX serves leading media
companies in Europe, North and
South America, the Middle East and
Asia-Pacific. Together, these customers
use the company’s software platform
WHATS’ON to manage over 2,000
channels and on-demand services
across more than 90 media networks. ❑
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2018: Growth for some,
consolidation for others,
surprises for all
As we approach the halfway point in the year, 2018 is already looking
like it could be one of the most influential years our industry has
experienced for some time. While merger and acquisition activities
in broadcast is certainly not uncommon, events this year have shown
that even the largest brands and vendors are susceptible — a fact that
must be of concern to customers as they see an inevitable reduction
in choice, and ongoing uncertainty around their traditional supply
chains.
As David Ross, CEO of Ross
Video, recently noted on LinkedIn,
many of the major broadcast
equipment manufacturers have
experienced a change of CEO over
the past 12 months, and that kind
of upheaval inevitably changes the
complexion of the industry.
Content creators and broadcasters understandably want some
degree of consistency as they seek
to invest in new products and platforms for the medium-term future,
and it is hard not to feel some
sympathy for these customers, as
their choices are made harder and
more complex as a result of industry consolidation.
In stark contrast to the companies experiencing flat or even
negative growth in the marketplace, Ross has continued to buck
trends by posting another record
set of results — the company’s 26th
consecutive year of growth.
The past 18 months have also
seen Ross open new offices in
Singa pore, Sydney (Australia),
Reading (the UK) and global headcount has now overtaken 700.
This is obviously a very satisfying
situation and is very much thanks
to the efforts of the network of
Ross partners around the world,
and the confidence of customers
who continue to invest in the Ross
ecosystem of solutions.
Ross is one of the few private
and family-owned companies left
in the broadcast industry. That
increasingly rare status does offer
some clear advantages to customers insofar as Ross can commit to
security of supply and security of
product development and roadmaps in a way that may be harder
for other companies.
Private ownership also allows
Ross to place customer satisfaction
at the heart of the business. To
quote Andrew Tan, Ross’ director of
sales for APAC, a focus on customer
service is incredibly important

to the Ross team. “Some people
might see it as old-fashioned, but
we believe in creating the best
quality products, working with the
best channel partners and looking
after customers the best we can.
If we do these things well, success
should naturally follow.
“We are still a private company
and that allows us to have more
control over our own destiny.
We can actively choose to be less
profitable for a few months if we
want to invest money elsewhere,
provided that is going to be in our
customers’ best interests.
“These are conscious decisions
we can make without having to
worry about external shareholders
or stock market sentiment. I think
customers appreciate that ethos
and are showing a preference for
suppliers that have a passion for
the industry and the technology,
rather than a myopic focus on the
balance sheet”.
The NAB Show is obviously an
important highlight of the annual
industry calendar and the show
normally features a host of new
product releases and announcements. Compared to previous years,
2018 NAB Show was perhaps a little
light on new product news, with
the largest vendors preferring to
recommit themselves to IP and the
accompanying standards.
From a Ross perspective, 2018
NAB Show was one of the busiest
shows in the company’s history,
with 10 new products or significant
upgrades announced in the week
leading up to the event.
In addition, David Ross took to
the stage in front of 900 customers, partners and journalists at the
annual NAB Show keynote and
reception (held on the Sunday
evening before the show began)
and announced five new products
for the event.
Perhaps, even more important
than the number of new products

announced was the breadth of
new offerings, with Ross debuting
brand-new products across each of
the major solutions areas, in both
the SDI and IP domains.
This was a very deliberate
strategy, according to Stuar t
Russell, Ross Video’s communications manager. “Ross is committed
to supporting customers who want
to migrate to entirely IP-based
workflows, and it is important
that we have credible solutions
for those customers who feel
ready to take that step. That said,
we understand that a great many
content creators are not quite at
that stage, but are still looking
for cost-effective ways to improve
efficiency, simplify operations and
save both time and money.
“Many of the products launched
by Ross at the NAB Show were designed with those specific customers in mind, to give them ‘stepping
stone’ upgrades that help address
the creative, technical and business challenges they face, without
requiring a wholesale change of
production infrastructure.”
Tan picks up on this point,
saying: “Ross believes that hybrid
production models — a mixture of
IP and SDI — will remain a feature
of this industry in APAC and elsewhere for some considerable time
to come. One of the reasons why
we have championed the concept
of software-defined production is
because we feel customers should
be free to use the transport format
that’s most appropriate for their
project.
“We don’t like the idea of prescriptively forcing customers down
a specific technology alley if it’s not
appropriate for them — it’s contrary to our values as a company.”

Ross unveiled key products
Ross announced several key products at 2018 NAB Show. They
included:

Having posted a 26th consecutive year of growth, the past 18 months have seen
Ross Video opening new offices in Singapore, Sydney (Australia), Reading (UK). The
company is a firm believer that its customers should not be forced down a specific
technology alley if it is not appropriate for them, and is demonstrating this ethos
through products such as the Furio robotic system, the Ultrix routing platform, as
well as the Carbonite and Acuity production switchers.

Ultrix IP — a new version
of the latest Ultrix-FR5 routing/
AV processing platform that adds
IP I/O to the already impressive
feature set of this disruptive, ‘Swiss
Army knife’ infrastructure solution.
n Furio S2 — a more costeffective two-stage robotics lift for
smaller studios or growing productions.
n Overdrive+Graphite — a
product bundle that sees the
world’s most popular production
automation solution married with
Graphite, Ross’ integrated, all-inone production vehicle.
n Acuity V8 and Carbonite
V13 — updated versions of the
flagship and hugely popular midsized production switcher models
n OGX — a brand-new
openGear frame designed to meet
the needs of 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
and IP with 30% more chassis
power and better cooling, as well as
the innovative new user-programmable frame glow feature.
n Carbonite Mosaic MultiScreen Image Processor — an
innovative compositing tool built
on the Carbonite Black Plus engine
that can output a canvas size of
over 20 million pixels. Carbonite
Mosaic provides the high resolution
and layering capability needed to
create epic large-screen imagery in
n

any entertainment or sports venue.
n Tria News — a new fourchannel newsroom playout server
that supports software-based
codec playback with no transcode
required for the most commonly
used news codecs.
n Streamline.cloud — the first
MOS-enabled, cloud-based media
asset management (MAM) system.
With all the capabilities of Streamline Enterprise, Streamline.cloud
lets users index and catalogue vast
collections of graphics, video and
other assets in the cloud.
With the NAB Show complete
for another year, the focus at Ross
now turns to BroadcastAsia2018.
“We’re looking forward to bringing
some of the new products from
NAB to Singapore for BroadcastAsia”, notes Tan. “We have grown
our business and also our team
in APAC over the past year; that’s
been very pleasing and underlines
our commitment to the APAC
region. We’re now the dominant
provider of certain solutions in
the region, robotics most notably,
and want to use the forthcoming
show in Singapore to highlight the
performance power of the Ross
ecosystem”.
This article is presented by Ross
Video.
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AsiaSat makes key
appointments
Satellite operator AsiaSat has promoted
Fred Ho, director of technical operations,
to vice-president, technical operations,
and Fred Vong, director of engineering,
to vice-president, engineering. In his new
role, Ho will lead the technical operations
team responsible for overseeing the
operations of AsiaSat’s satellite fleet,
earth stations, teleport and customer
network services. For Vong, he will lead
AsiaSat’s engineering team in supporting
customer activities, from network design
to implementation, developing spacecraft
programmes, managing spectrum resources
of the company, and working with other
departments to access and crystalise
opportunities from new technologies.

Globecomm provides
DTH connectivity to
the Middle East
Globecomm has been awarded a fiveyear contract by the Broadcasting Board
of Governors (BBG) in support of the
Middle East Broadcasting Network
(MBN). Globecomm will provide satellite
transponder, teleport and terrestrial fibre
services for transmitting MBN’s Alhurra TV
HD and SD video and Radio Sawa audio
content to the Middle East and North Africa.
Alhurra’s and Radio Sawa’s programming
content will be delivered via satellite to more
than 58 million direct-to-home (DTH) users,
multiple regional MBN rebroadcasting TV
and radio affiliates, and BBG/MBN ownedand-operated 24/7 FM radio stations.

Next Month @ Distribution
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Live remote
production goes IP
More and more content producers are realising the production value of
creating live content in IP. Shawn Liew reports.

T

he 2018 Commonwealth Games, the
fifth Commonwealth Games hosted by
Australia, was held from April 4-15 on
the Gold Coast in Queensland, Australia.
As the host nation romped home
with the most medal wins, the XXI
Commonwealth Games also provided
a significant technology footnote: NEP
Host Broadcast helped Seven Network,
the Game’s Australian rights holder, to
transport multiple live HD signals over IP
connections between various venues and
the International Broadcast Centre (IBC).
NEP’s requirements were to send 10
HD-SDI video along with up to eight audio channels from multiple remote venues
back to the IBC while sending HD-SDI
video and audio channels back from the
IBC to each of the remote locations.
To achieve this, NEP chose a joint solution from Caton Technology and Digistor,
which the latter’s managing director,
Andrew Mooney, describes to APB: “Our
set-up involved the use of multiple Caton
Integrated Video Processor (IVP) devices
and their proprietary R2TP protocol to
ensure reliable real-time delivery of HD
signals from the various venues back to
the IBC via an IP link.”
One of the challenges faced, he identifies, was the need to ensure absolute
minimal latency along with a very high
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At the 2018 Commonwealth Games held in April this year
in Australia, multiple Caton Integrated Video Processor
(IVP) devices and its proprietary R2TP protocol were used
to ensure reliable real-time delivery of HD signals from the
various venues back to the International Broadcast Centre via
an IP link.

In a live IP
production
environment,
the
requirements
can be
dynamic, and
preparation
is key, advises
Andrew
Mooney,
managing
director of
Digistor.

bitrate (60Mbps) while maintaining
adequate buffers for any packet loss,
jitter or delay on the IP link.
“Luckily, the IVPs are configurable and we were able to address these
requirements,” Mooney relates. “The
incoming feeds were being used for
live interviews with return video, so
latency was particularly important.”
For a live broadcast event watched
by millions around the world, any
delay in the broadcast delivery can
throw a real spanner in the works,
even as Mooney acknowledges the
current limitations of IP links — ‘storeand-forward’ mechanisms and packet
disorder issues, which will both result
in a longer delay.
He continues: “Added to that User
Datagram Protocol’s (UDP) nature, a
‘best-effort’ service cannot guarantee
the datagram delivery is in order and
correct. To minimise the buffer delay
and ensure the smooth playback on
the receiver end, re-transmission is
also not allowed.
“With all the barriers, Caton and
Digistor worked together to bring
signals from the remote venues to the
IBC within the extremely strict delay
required.”
Also lauding the partnership is
Gerald Wong, vice-president, AsiaPacific and Japan, Caton Technology,
who highlighted how the companies
started their on-site work on the first
day the IBC was opened, in order to
ensure the set-up and testing work
could be done as scheduled.
“Brilliant technology” was also not
the only successful factor, as Wong
explains: “It is also very important to
have excellent engineers and a local
partner to support the evolving requirements of the customers.
“There was a great partnership between Channel 7, Digistor and Caton

throughout the implementation in
order to deliver the best video transmission and to reach the customers’
high standards.”
In a live IP production environment, the requirements can be dynamic and preparation is key, advises
Digistor’s Mooney. “It’s all down to the
planning, and making sure that both
the IP and video requirements are
fully understood and socialised prior
to deployment,” he details. “This is not
only at the protocol/IP layer, but also in
terms of connectivity for both IP and
traditional A/V connections.”
There may also be only a few
components that require “extremely
low delay”, thus several details should
be kept in mind when designing
the solution. “There is no signalling
control provided over the public links
like voice networks, so it is important
to ensure the network link isn’t the
bottleneck of the design,” Mooney
elaborates. “It is also a combination
of different technology sets; therefore,
the design itself should be consolidated
because any troubleshooting can be
cross-industry and thus complicated
and difficult.”
The key for IP-based remote production, suggests Steve Santillan,
regional sales manager, South-east
Asia, Dejero, has always been about
standards. “There are different IP
standards and various implementations and corresponding workflows,”
he points out. “It’s good that there’s an
active movement to bridge these gaps
but, in the meantime, as a manufacturer, we’re all about interoperability.”
The company is also working to
enhance how it helps customers send
live feeds via IP throughout the entire
production chain — from acquisition
and transmission to delivery and output from the receivers — as opposed
to SDI/HDMI output from a camera to
IP transport via blended cellular links,
then back to SDI from the receiver into
the playout workflow.
As to what the key considerations
are for a live IP production set-up,
Santillan identifies: compression, connectivity, flexibility and bandwidth.
Connectivity, in particular, is a major
issue when it comes to remote live IP
production, he adds. “If you cannot
reliably connect to an IP network, be
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it cellular, Wi-Fi or satellite, then
you can’t deliver your live content.
“The other thing is getting
access to a large enough ‘pipe’ to
be able to do bidirectional data
transfers so that video and data
can be worked on and packaged
quickly and more efficiently.”
Dejero is also a strong advocate
of the HEVC/H.265 video compression standard, which Santillan
describes as “a major step forward”
as the demand for higher resolution and better picture quality
increases.
HEVC/H.265 is now a standard
feature in the EnGo mobile transmitter, which combines Dejero’s
proprietary auto-transport and
adaptive bitrate encoding technology to optimise picture quality
when there is limited bandwidth.
A new offering from Dejero
is PathWay, an HEVC/H.265
rack-mount encoder/transmitter, which supports 1080p at
25/30/60fps. The increased frame
rates, according to Santillan, delivers “smooth, high-motion video”
preferred by broadcasters for
sports and eSports coverage. “On
the receiving side, we introduced
our four-output WayPoint receiver, which provides the flexibility of receiving HEVC/H.265
and AVC/H.264 streams. This is
helpful as broadcasters transition
to HEVC/H.265,” he adds.
In line with Dejero’s vision to
provide reliable connectivity any-

Dejero is working to enhance how it helps customers send live feeds via IP
throughout the entire production chain. For instance, the company’s IP network
blending technology was deployed at the Winter Games Winter Games in
Pyeonchang, South Korea earlier this year.

where to help broadcasters deliver
their content from any location,
at anytime, the company has also
introduced CellSat, a blending cellular and Intelsat Ku-band IP satellite solution. Santillan illustrates:
“If a news crew is in a remote
location where cellular coverage
may be limited, or in a heavily
congested area where the available
bandwidth may be sporadic, the
Dejero CellSat solution that we
developed with Intelsat enables
mid-stream activation to blend
in with satellite with the available
connectivity. This provides enough
bandwidth to deliver high-quality
video, without losing the shot.”

Because the satellite connectivity that is blended with cellular
is available on-demand, users do
not need to worry about making
prior bookings for satellite time.
Better cost management is offered,
as they are billed for their CellSat
connectivity by Dejero, instead of
having to manage bills from multiple cellular and satellite providers.
In essence, Dejero believes that
IP workflows simply provide greater flexibility for content creators
involved in remote productions.
For instance, the Dejero GateWay
solution provides a big virtual pipe
between the production vehicle
and the Internet. This enables field

crews to transfer large data files
and digital assets back and forth
from the remote location to the
central broadcast facility. It also
gives reporters and producers access to newsroom systems from a
breaking news scene — an option
that was just not possible before,
says Santillan, who also adds a
word of caution: “With 10G and
40G, and presumably 100G soon
to be generally available, the idea
of going full IP makes more sense,
given its inherent advantages of
flexibility and scalability.
“However, it is the type of
content that will really define the
workflow. SDI is still the most costeffective way if it’s just your ‘typical
HD production’ — it also comes
down to what your budget allows.”
With the growing appetite
for live content, IP-based remote
production continues to gain
traction among broadcasters and
content creatives. However, many
challenges remain, says Takuma
Wada, head of content creation
solutions marketing, professional
solutions company (PSAP), Sony
Corporation of Hong Kong.
These include the continued
reliance on SDI services for many
uncompressed services; the lack
of interoperability; the degree of
ambiguity in standardisation; and
the lack of in-depth knowledge on
how to design and implement IP
effectively onto existing infrastructure on-site among customers.
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That, however, has not stopped
Sony from continuing to promote IP, and in empowering their
customers to build systems that
can reap the benefits of IP-based
remote production for live events,
says Wada. “As broadcast productions increasingly embrace IP for
its proven ability to deliver live
HD and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
video, audio and synchronisation
signals with efficiency, flexibility and scalability, Sony’s recent
announcements reinforce our
commitment to streamlining the
transition to IP through continued
investment in interoperability and
open standards.”
Sony’s solutions, which include
the XVS-9000 video switcher,
HDCU-3100 camera control unit,
BPU-4500A baseband processor
unit and IP Live remote production, are compatible with both
SMPTE ST 2110 standards and
NMOS IS-04/05 devices discovery
and management protocols, on
top of Sony’s own Network Media
Interface (NMI).
Recognising that the transition
to live IP remote production is an
ongoing one, Sony also offers the
flexibility of supporting both IP
and 12G-SDI interfaces. “Providing
more choices while keeping compatibility with existing cameras,
customers are empowered to
migrate, in a cost-effective manner,
to the benefits of an IP infrastructure,” Wada concludes.

Maximising IP for remote production
BY KIERAN KUNHYA

IP technology has been much discussed over
recent months, with many predicting the
eventual move to all-IP workflows. However,
the majority of live and remote production
still uses traditional means, such as satellite
and private fibre. This is partly down to a lack
of trust in IP, and partly about a reticence to
swap out existing infrastructure. However,
the benefits are staggering for those who do.
The technology is here
IP connectivity in its infancy was a big leap
into the unknown for those who tried it out.
Now, however, networks offer much more
coverage than ever before and IP is being relied upon for many other types of services. It
is also, of course, widely used on the delivery

end, with consumers accessing a multitude of
over-the-top (OTT) services. It can now offer
both the capacity and reliability to make it a
viable connection method.
The other big push back with IP contribution, especially for live events, is latency.
Traditionally, software-based IP solutions
have had more latency than traditional video
transport platforms. However, the technology now exists to reduce that, so much so
that a software-based solution is able to
achieve the latency of those legacy platforms.
Maximising IP
Switching to IP for remote production comes
with a number of key benefits for broadcasters. One of the most obvious is the increased
flexibility it offers, in particular if using
commercial-off-the-shelf hardware. These

enable multifunctional capabilities, running
multiple processes such as high-density
decoding and encoding in a single chassis.
This also means you can easily scale up or
down whenever requirements change, even
from event to event.
Additionally, connectivity is now good
enough to backhaul all traffic over an IP network to a studio. This means that broadcasters
no longer need to send a huge team of people
for each event. Naturally, that has a massive
impact on associated manpower costs.
More than that though, having all video
and audio feeds centrally lays the groundwork for interactive, personalised live events,
and being able to offer more content on
platforms such as Facebook Live or using
pop-up linear channels. With competition
between content providers becoming fiercer,

Switching to IP for remote production comes with
a number of key benefits for broadcasters, says
Open Broadcast Systems. Especially for live sports
coverage, adding more features and interactivity
to this coverage will be a huge game changer for
broadcasters who embrace IP.

especially for live sports coverage, adding more features and interactivity to this
coverage will be a huge game changer for
broadcasters who embrace IP.
Kieran Kunhya is founder and managing director of Open Broadcast Systems.
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STN brings a flexible approach
to a dynamic market
BY MITJA LOVSIN

Mitja Lovsin is
managing director
of STN.

Asia is a vast, diverse continent with a
wide range of cultures and countries
at different stages of development. It
is also an intriguing market that holds
enormous potential, with a huge
diaspora moving into new regions of
the world, including Africa and the
Middle East.
Business in Asia is booming
and there are many players
that have made the decision to
move in and take on the region,
providing connectivity solutions for
broadcasters, telcos and ISPs. This
connectivity is in great demand as
the Asian population has become
more mobile than ever before, setting
up home outside of their native
continent. Couple this with a rapid
rise in demand for the local content
that these people are used to, and
you have a powerful combination.
Over the past two years, STN
has successfully progressed into
the Asian market, but is taking
a somewhat different approach.
The company’s teleport, located
in Slovenia, boasts impressive and
extensive infrastructure, which allows
it to deliver its media and broadcast
solutions to just about anywhere on
the planet. This is a cutting-edge
facility with world-class infrastructure
— and the STN team is leveraging
this capability to enable it to serve the
Asian market with the services that its
population demands, no matter where
in the world they happen to be.
The Asian market is very strong
and is still booming. However, we
did not want to hit the market with
solutions that are already mature
there. We constantly ask ourselves:
What is it that the Asian population
located outside their continent need?
What do they want?
The STN team approached several
big satellite operators in Asia and
began looking at the distribution
of their international channels. We
asked how we could help them —
for example, how we could help
them broach the enormous Asian
community that now lives in the US,
the Middle East, Europe and Africa.
The operators whom we spoke
with told us that they have been
trying to break into these markets in
order to send regional content out to
the expats who need it, but have had
little success.

STN is already engaged and working with
operators that will be providing the services
that are set to transform communications
as we know them.

An advantage STN has is the site on which the teleport stands. The infrastructure is purposebuilt and there is plenty of spare capacity and room for growth. Not only this, the infrastructure
is truly cutting-edge and future-proof.
Today, STN is helping these
operators to deliver their channels
outside of Asia. However, this is only
part of the story. To look at the other
part, we need to examine some
trends.
The first is data, which is
beginning to dominate. The influx
of high throughput satellites (HTS)
and the hundreds (and possibly
thousands) of small satellites in
low Earth orbiting (LEO) that are
scheduled for launch will catalyse
access to broadband data to the as
yet underserved or unserved.
This is a new era of connectivity.
Through HTS and new technologies
that are enabling data transfer over
satellite, we are working on providing
a service to telcos and ISPs that need
to be connected via satellite, either as
a main connection or a redundant or
backup connection. Prices have come
down dramatically for us and for our
customers, so this makes sense.
The demand to transport data
out of Asia is not unique to Asia, but
is also sought after in other regions.
For example, there is a lot of Middle
Eastern telcos that are very poorly
connected to Asia, so they need twoway traffic. Hence, there is interest for
both sides. Africa, too, is looking to
be connected with Asia — there are
many Asians in Africa. This is all twoway traffic and it is all data — either
mobile phones or for mobility.
This is where STN sees the
opportunity for the future — in data
— and to back this up, we only need
to look at the trend that is sweeping
the world and is creating enormous
global demand: mobility. Mobility is
probably the biggest transformation

that the entire communications
industry has seen. We want to be
constantly connected, no matter
where we are: on land, sea or in
the air. This expectation is driving
communications everywhere and in
Asia, this is no exception. In fact, Asia,
as a very tech-savvy nation, is a key
region for mobility.
It is very obvious to everybody
where the trends are going. Today,
people want to be connected
anywhere and everywhere. There
was a time when a plane journey was
devoid of any communications. Today,
that is changing fast — whether you
are flying to the moon or travelling
across the Atlantic Ocean.
Technological changes are
accelerating and innovations in the
development of flat-panel antennas
(FPAs) will have a massive impact on
the way we communicate on-themove. We are just at the beginning
in terms of the development of FPAs
but there will be a time, in the near
future, where you will fit one of these
FPAs to the roof of your car and we
will have access to 10Gbps of capacity
at any time. STN is already engaged
and working with operators that will
be providing the services that are set
to transform communications as we
know them.
So, why should Asian companies
be considering STN as a partner?
First and foremost, companies must
look for partners who will support
them completely, who can be agile
and flexible and cater for their
requirements, no matter what they
are. We are a very lean operation and
we are very flexible. What we offer
our customers is a dedicated and

responsive team. In some cases, the
operators and telcos that we have
spoken to were struggling because
they had teamed up with equally big
partners.
Then, there were problems with a
lack of communication and, in some
cases, an inability to be able to solve
particular problems. They prefer to
work with smaller partners who can
offer responsiveness and who can
solve problems when it is required.
That is one of our key advantages.
The other advantage that STN
has is the site on which the teleport
stands. The infrastructure is purposebuilt and there is plenty of spare
capacity and room for growth. Not
only this, the infrastructure is truly
cutting-edge and future-proof.
We can move in lots of directions
with potential partners, and we have
the infrastructure and the space to
grow with them. We see this as a
long-term relationship, not just a
one-off. We build a rapport with our
customers. We get to know them and
develop that mutual respect. That
goes a long way in business and we
strongly believe in that.
With our understanding of the
Asian market and deep respect for
its culture, the STN team sees an
extremely bright future working with
Asian broadcasters, telcos and ISPs,
and enabling them to extend their
reach comprehensively and reliably
outside of their respective countries. A
flexible approach and can-do attitude
has already given STN an esteemed
reputation, and the team looks
forward to growing their brand and
business in the dynamic and diverse
continent of Asia. ❑
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24i acquires Mautilus
In an attempt to affirm its ambition in
delivering innovative and scalable video
streaming application technology, 24i
Media has acquired Mautilus to strengthen
its technology framework with new
products and features. Mautilus is a Czech
TV app agency specialising in HbbTV and
applications for multiple devices, and has
developed TV apps for multiple platforms,
including smart TVs, mobile and HbbTV.
Rehor Vykoupil, CEO of Mautilus, said:
“Joining forces with 24i will allow us to
better serve our customers by offering an
innovative approach to streaming video
technology. The combination will allow
us to provide the best solutions to our
customers, and will be a great home for our
technology and team.”

Telestream updates
Wirecast with new
streaming features
Telestream has released Wirecast, a live
streaming and production software for
Mac and Windows. The new software
features built-in PTZ control for robotic
cameras in Wirecast Pro, support for the
X-Keys Wirecast control surface, paired
encoding contribution with Facebook
Live and more. When paired encoding to
Facebook Live, videographers will be able
to target and stream content to Facebook
pages for clients and their brands, without
requiring passwords or credentials for the
main Facebook account. According to
Telestream, this is particularly useful for
pages with multiple contributors and crosspromotional streaming.
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Edging closer to
the IP horizon
The transition to IP is beyond just replacing every capability of SDI equipment.
It also involves new operational workflows and skillsets that are required to
build new applications and systems, as well as the need to be cost-effective to
deploy. Josephine Tan writes more.

T

he media and entertainment industry
has already been transformed by several
waves of digital transformation. These
technological changes have been driving
players in the industry to continuously
innovate and develop new approaches
to reach out to their audiences. And the
most vital change taking place in today’s
media landscape is the IP transition, which
promises to provide more flexibility and
agility for the design of broadcast facilities.
While it may not be time yet for broadcasters to discard their legacy SDI equipment, a hybrid concept of SDI co-existing
with IP has already begun to emerge, and
is likely to stay for a period of time. Arguably, the end-game is not solely about
IP — it is about empowering broadcast
facilities in the next wave of technological
transformation.
One media company which has spearheaded the area of IP-based production
is NEP Australia. In December last year,
NEP Australia delivered a live-to-air, uncompressed HD remote production using
SMPTE ST 2110 in conjunction with Fox
Sports Australia.
The broadcast of the Hyundai
A-League football match between Brisbane and Perth, held at Brisbane’s Suncorp
Stadium, was produced and directed
920km away in the Andrews Hub, NEP’s
centralised production facility in Eveleigh,
Sydney. Connecting 29 sporting venues
via a high bandwidth network, NEP’s IPenabled Andrews Hubs supports multiple
concurrent outside broadcasts (OBs).
“The consumption model of broadcast
is changing massively,” Stephen Edwards,
head of technology for Fox Sports Australia, says in a video interview with NEP.
“People want anything, everywhere, all the
time. In order to keep pace with that, we
cannot silo operations and be limited by
who can be there and when they can do it.”
For the broadcast of this football
match, live uncompressed HD signals
from 10 Sony HDC 4300 cameras were
sent to Sydney via NEP’s new countrywide
Distributed Production Network (DPN),
with a fully redundant network at 50Gbps.
A HD video conferencing system enabled the “split” production environment,
in which all programme production staff
— including the director, vision switcher,
audio director, graphics and replay ope-

❝The biggest hurdle
we’ve seen is hiring
skilled engineers
experienced in
both broadcast and
networking … But as
the transition to IP
accelerates, we will
see more good hybrid
engineers emerge,
and this being less of a
concern.❞
— Paul Druce,
Lead Systems Engineer,
Australia and New Zealand,
Arista Networks
rators — were based at the Andrews
Hub Sydney control room. The final
programme was then delivered to Fox
Sports via IP for broadcast.
Marc Segar, director of technology
at NEP Australia, adds: “This is a milestone for the broadcasting industry,
and ushers in a completely new way of
bringing live TV to air. This broadcast
proves that broadcast technical professionals can now work across many
locations using modern communication tools to maintain a team approach
— regardless of distance.”

Providing the core network infrastructure to NEP’s Andrews Hubs is
Arista Networks, which supplied its
Arista 7500R series spine with 7050QX
for the Hubs’ core IP switching fabric.
In addition, the Arista R series is also
providing the IP fabric for four new
NEP OB trucks, and is adding a network layer to NEP’s existing HD SDI
baseband trucks.
Paul Druce, lead systems engineer,
Australia and New Zealand, Arista
Networks, tells APB: “Broadcasters
in Asia-Pacific are embracing opportunities to migrate to IP-based
solutions. The best example of this is
what NEP Australia have designed and
implemented with their remote live
broadcast hub implementation.
“The IP network is the enabler for
this innovation at the system level, and
broadcasters want networks that are
built on the same solid foundations
and principals other critical networks
are built on. This includes tenants such
as automation to make the engineers’
jobs easier and less complex, time
aware with precision time protocol
(PTP), and lossless systems.”
The main drivers for NEP to deliver
an IP network, according to Druce,
included the need to design a flexible
and robust centralised hub model to
support scale of bandwidth, and also
the number of remote connections or
OB trucks connecting into the hub,
and to be able to scale out the connectivity to allow an increasing number of
systems to become IP-enabled.
“The project went very smoothly,
but I’d say the biggest challenge for
NEP was finding the right people with
the right skillsets,” he points out. “We
helped NEP with services to support
the design and implementation of the
network, and worked closely with
other technology partners as part of
the project.”
In order for broadcasters to
strengthen their position in the industry, Druce emphasises the importance of broadcasters “making correct
choices upfront with a network topology that is proven, and making correct
hiring decisions”.
He explains: “The biggest hur-
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dle we’ve seen is hiring skilled
engineers experienced in both
broadcast and networking. We’ve
seen network engineers learn
about the broadcast side and vice
versa. But as the transition to IP
accelerates, we will see more good
hybrid engineers emerge, and this
being less of a concern.”
For Omnitek, the test and
measurement equipment provider
believes that the IP revolution “will
not overthrow the reign of SDI”
but will co-exist with it for many
years to come.
Alan Wheable, communications manager at Omnitek, elaborates: “The development of IP in
Asia-Pacific will only occur where
there is commercial gain, money,
desire and the need to do it. SDI,
after all, is a well-established and
well-understood approach that
nearly everyone in the industry
understands.
“By their very nature, engineers solve problems. Sometimes
these are real problems, and sometimes these are new solutions to
problems that have already been
solved in a different way. One engineer’s new technological approach
can be another’s technological
challenge.”
The motivation for broadcasters to move to IP, Wheable
continues, appears to come from
the desire to be more flexible,
remove their current dependency
on broadcast equipment manufacturers, and move to the bigger IP
equipment manufacturers as the
suppliers of studio infrastructure.
He explains: “And the reasons
for using equipment produced by
IP manufacturers include the scalability of networks, and the desire
to harness the processing power of
the cloud where processing power
can be purchased by the hour,

Omnitek’s Ultra TQ broadcast
waveform rasteriser is
equipped with both IP
and SDI connectivity,
and is further enhanced with the
ability to analyse and decode Dolby
E, Dolby D and Dolby D+ for audio
monitoring and quality checking.

instead of investing in dedicated
broadcast hardware to do this.”
From a cost perspective,
Wheable believes IP is not cheaper
and not as easy as SDI, even though
its potential might be “enormous”
if broadcasters have the desire to
work through the challenges and
adopt new working practices. “The
transition from SDI to IP will take
many years. As with 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD), the cost of implementation is very high, unless the broadcaster is building a new facility,” he
says. “To future-proof themselves,
broadcasters are looking for equipment that supports SDI, IP and hybrid workflows. Likewise, existing
broadcast equipment manufacturers are also providing solutions for
SDI, IP and hybrid environments.”
Omnitek, for instance, has
developed the Ultra TQ broadcast
waveform rasteriser and the Ultra
XR 4K/UHD waveform rasteriser,
which are both equipped with the
SMPTE ST 2110 and ST 2022-6 IP
connectivity standards, in addition

to the standard SDI connectivity. Particularly for Ultra TQ,
the product was enhanced with
the ability to analyse and decode
Dolby E, Dolby D and Dolby D+
for audio monitoring and quality
checking.
“Omnitek’s approach is to

provide the monitoring solution
for fixed installations, regardless of
whether these are SDI, IP, or a hybrid of both,” Wheable concludes.
“The user interface allows users
to select the feeds accordingly for
monitoring, giving them access to
the comprehensive toolset of the
Ultra TQ, without needing to be
exposed to the complexities of how
the feed actually arrives.”
And the next technological
advancement which IP will eventually lead to is the concept of virtualisation. However, Denis Pare,
vice-president, sales, Embrionix,
quickly points out that broadcasters would take some time before
getting used to a fully virtualised
environment, where applications
will share the same processing
resources in a centralised data
centre.
He says: “At that point, we
can foresee broadcasters renting
micro-services and processing
resources as they need them, owning only the edge devices used on a
regular basis, such as camera and
monitors — and thus enabling a

❝The value of
investing in IP
today is about
so much more
than increasing
revenue or
reducing cost, it
is about acquiring
knowledge in order
to prepare for the
future.❞
— Denis Pare,
Vice-President,
Sales, Embrionix
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reduction in Capex and Opex. All
of this virtualisation will happen
over IP networks. So, the first
step is definitely to get rid of SDI
signals, but again, this will not
happen overnight.
“Although IP technology is not
new, using it to move real-time uncompressed media streams is quite
unique. There is a lot of priority
data to transport, with as little
latency as possible. New expertise
is being developed, not only on
the customer side, but also on the
side of the broadcast manufacturers, switch vendors and control
systems providers.”
Declaring that the industry
will be seeing more IP native
equipment this year, Pare stresses
that “there will only be more
IP every year until the industry
has almost phased out SDI”. He
concludes: “The value of investing in IP today is about so much
more than increasing revenue or
reducing cost, it is about acquiring
knowledge in order to prepare for
the future.”
Having seen the virtualisation
of workloads implemented in the
data centre segment for several
years, Arista’s Druce suggests that
the broadcast industry may reap
similar advantages in the future.
These include increased power
and capability of CPUs, and the
drive for more efficient utilisation
of investment and operation of
servers and storage.
“From a network point of
view, virtualisation increases the
bandwidth requirements out of
the hosts. This means architecting the network in a scalable and
flexible way is even more important. IP is broadening the possibilities for the broadcast industry,
and enabling innovation,” Druce
concludes.
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Studio Invate masters
the power of eSports
In South-east Asia, the growing
popularity of gaming is fuelling the
continent’s 44% contribution to the
total global population of eSports
enthusiasts. Therefore, it is a perfect
market for Bangkok-based video
company, Studio Invate, where gaming
is a passion for nearly the whole staff.
Studio Invate produces highly
creative videos, live broadcasts and
commercials for companies of all sizes.
But in between the studio and onlocation work for clients, the company’s
crew of 14 employees and freelancers
enjoy live-streaming video game
tournaments.

own use to integrate with the features
of its existing Blackmagic cameras.

Building for speed

eSports like any other sport
Studio Invate’s public mission is to
be the force behind transforming
the eSports industry in Thailand, and
this involves producing broadcasts so
compelling that “audiences will watch
game tournaments with the same level
of excitement as sports tournaments”.
This does not go unnoticed by the
tournament producers of big-name
gaming events. Overall, the studio
produces live-stream broadcasts for
15 major eSports tournaments every
year, each with up to 40 gamers
competing and up to 50,000 spectators
viewing the live stream. The rest of the
company’s weekends are filled too,
with an additional 30 medium-sized
and smaller eSports events.
Studio Invate has grown to become
the largest production company
specialising in eSports in Thailand and
it still has big growth plans.

Gaining size and power
Studio Invate has the desire to
expand, but face the limitations of
SDI-only production in a computerbased world. As a result, Pachara
Ruangrasameejantorn (Benz), the
company’s co-founder, knew they had
to go with IP-based video production.

In order to overcome the limitations of SDI-only production in a computer-based world, Studio
Invate decided to go with IP-based video production, with NewTek the chosen solutions provider.

The Studio Invate team was already
using the NewTek TriCaster 8000
integrated production system, along
with the NewTek 3Play 4800 replay
solution for its live production services,
but the requirements in eSports
production were changing quickly.
JM Lim, technical training specialist
for Blonde Robot, a NewTek Elite
reseller-distributor, said: “When
you talk about covering eSports
competitions in terms of game play,
you could have 20 individual players.
In other words, it’s not a field or court
group sport. In eSports competitions,
since anything can happen at any time,
each player has coverage.”
Eamon Drew, director of Blonde
Robot, added: “Switching live between
real-world players and the actual
game on a computer screen, without
having to use scan converters, is a
challenge. With eSports, the content
is on a computer and playing out at
1080p 60f. But by using NewTek’s NDI
technology, the video coming over the
network is already in the right format.”

Looking at the size of the typical
tournament events it produces, Studio
Invate calculated that it would need
to switch among at least 24 hybrid
IP/SDI feeds. For instance, 12 come
from SDI sources such as the players’
POV cameras, the announcers’ fixed
cameras, and the roaming action
cameras. The rest is from computer
sources, such as the gaming screens
of the players, as well as graphics and
effects, added Studio Invate’s Benz.

NewTek Mark II
In order to hit that 20-plus input
requirement, Benz and his team
selected a NewTek IP Series, including
a VMC1 video mix engine (which can
switch up to 44 external inputs, from
both SDI and IP sources) and a fourstripe control panel.
In the first instance, Studio Invate
expanded the VMC1 unit’s built-in
SDI capacity with a NewTek NC1 SDI
input unit to achieve a total of 12 SDI
inputs. Studio Invate then added a
NewTek TimeWarp replay controller, so
the company could have an operator
performing live replays during the
tournaments and in post-game. And
once the complete system was installed,
Studio Invate customised the NewTek
IP Series to maximise its built-in
capabilities.

Developing strength with SDK

A growing wave for eSports in Asia? Thailand’s Studio Invate produces live-stream broadcasts for 15 major
eSports tournaments every year, each with up to 40 gamers competing and up to 50,000 spectators viewing the
live stream.

“Studio Invate is really passionate,”
said Blonde Robot’s Lim. “As soon as
NewTek came out with NDI, they read
up on everything the technology could
do. Up until now, it has been unusual
to see the creatives in a production
house become developers, but they’ve
become so familiar with NDI that they
can develop any integration they need.”
In addition, NewTek’s standard Tally
over NDI can support up to 44 cameras
and with the SDK, Studio Invate can
modify specific functionalities for its

The next stage was to upgrade the
network. “Studio Invate invested in
a 10Gb network switch and wired
everything for 10Gb,” said Lim. “They
were obviously prepared to send
everything around over IP.”
“We wanted to have a network
that was fast enough to always be
comfortable, with so many IP sources,”
Benz added. “Having a lot of bandwidth
lowers the possibility of any kind of
error on the LAN, which is important
because we want to use IP video
and need the flexibility to configure
anything during the show.”
However, when the company takes
its show on the road to major events,
some eSports venues do not have a
high-speed network. It is common
for Studio Invate to work with around
1Gb networks at large events. That
is when NDI’s efficient encoding and
performance keeps the video moving,
sending multiple ultra-low latency
video streams simultaneously.

Creative power
Creativity is critical to Studio Invate
and the company extends every visual
capability of the IP Series to its creative
limits. For example, the IP Series has
eight mix/effects, which is a palette of
layerable visuals that can be individually
positioned, arranged and treated with
special effects. Each supports four
sources plus four key layers, of which
Studio Invate uses all eight.
Benz explained: “We have to.
Because eSports is now so popular in
Asia, the competitions are like a mix of
sports and entertainment.”
Studio Invate also heightens the
visuals further with its customised
implementation of the NDI SDK, using
the CasparCG application to drive
graphics, animations and titles. Each
tournament requires its own unique
look, meaning no two productions are
the same.

eSports’ momentum
Studio Invate has mastered production
problem-solving in live eSports
coverage through creativity, allowing it
to stand apart in the expanding eSports
market in South-east Asia.
Lak Taechawanchai, director for
elite dealer and integrator, Imagine
Technology in Bangkok, who
represented NewTek during Studio
Invate’s purchase, concluded: “Studio
Invate uses every function of their
TriCaster 8000, and they are pushing to
use every function of the IP Series as
well. This is what they would like to do
with the NDI technology — use it all, to
its full potential.” ❑
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DVB celebrating 25 years!
What comes next?
2018 is a special year for DVB as it marks our
25th anniversary. In these 25 years, DVB has
revolutionised how we watch television.
In Europe, but also in many other parts of
the world, analogue TV has been replaced by
our technology. At least one of our standards
is used in every country — a development we
consider a worldwide success.
We started in 1993 with the needed
specifications for satellite, cable and
terrestrial transmission with a clear focus on
standard definition (SD) TV programmes.
Ten years later, with the second generation
of transmission standards, we provided the
technology for high definition (HD). And
just recently, we added to the list of DVB
specifications: 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) resolution
in combination with the advanced feature set
of high dynamic range (HDR), wider colour
gamut (WCG), high frame rate (HFR) and
next-generation audio (NGA).
This is a major milestone for broadcast
technology, because now, the end-user Quality
of Experience (QoS) comes close to replicating
the capabilities of the human eye. The first
implementations may not utilise the full range
of these new features but, over time, the full
range will become available.
These are solid and successful milestones
on the DVB road, but what will the future
bring? Peter MacAvock, chairman of DVB,
has outlined the journey as “strengthening
broadcasting and specify the transition to
seamless hybrid broadcast-broadband services
and delivery”.
In a way, DVB is now in a comparable
situation as 25 years ago, when we had to
define and manage the transition from
analogue to digital broadcast. Now, we are
confronted with the challenge of transitioning

from digital broadcast to a hybrid scenario,
and finally to an all-IP delivery scheme.
What is different to 25 years ago is the ready
availability of many tools and solutions —
you may even argue that there are too many
solutions on the market! Today, every overthe-top (OTT)/video-on-demand (VoD)
provider has its own app to find and access
content. Each app will only work within the
domain of one provider; to access a wider
range of content, the user has to switch
between several apps.
On the other side, there are also challenges
— broadcasters and OTT/VoD content
providers are faced with a wide range of
different clients. More effort thus is required
to purpose the content to a plethora of players.
In addition, intensive testing is necessary to
ensure the overall system works. Another
concern is that content delivery via MPEGDASH suffers from long delays, as compared
to broadcast delivery. Furthermore, popular
live broadcast events result in high peak traffic,
as such content delivery networks need to be
designed for the peak loads, which will result
in an over-dimensioned and cost-inefficient
solution. Currently, the end-user’s quality of
experience is far from being ideal, and is very
different from digital broadcast.
To address these challenges,
DVB has started a new activity,
called DVB-I. This work item
shall give the user the same

DR PETER SIEBERT,
Executive Director, Digital
Video Broadcasting (DVB)
Project,
and an APB Panellist

experience as broadcast delivery for linear
TV channels and other audio video services
delivered over the open Internet. DVB is
aware that there are several organisations
and industry fora already active in this area,
and is committed to work constructively and
collaboratively will all relevant partners. Of
course, the activities we take part in today will
be completely different than 25 years ago. The
new solutions will be deployed predominantly
in software, which raises new challenges for
compliance and interoperability.
The goal of DVB is to develop new
methodologies to address
these issues. This is
the beginning of a
new journey, and
I want to invite
everybody to
join us in this
new world
of content
delivery. q
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